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!.$ /"3%26!4)/.3J (% 2%30/.$%.43 #!-% &2/- 4(% $%6%,/0-%.4 4%!-3 ). 4(%
).$5342)!,#!3%J(%-%4(/$3&/2$!4!#/,,%#4)/.(!6%$)&&%2%.4)-0/24!.#%$52).'
-9 2%3%!2#( 02/#%33G 4(%2%&/2% /4(%2 $!4! 3/52#%3 4(!. ).4%26)%73G 35#( !3
7/2+3(/03!.$).4%2.!,#/-0!.9$/#5-%.43G(!6%"%%.53%$J



d

 #/$ '% 


(!6%#(/3%./0%.L%.$%$).4%26)%73"%#!53%4(%902/6)$%!'2%!4%2"2%!$4(
4(!. /4(%2 490%3 /& ).4%26)%73 V/.4!.! @ 2%9 ][[[WJ 9 53).' /0%.L%.$%$
).4%26)%73G4(%2%3%!2#(%2#!.&/,,/7!0,!..%$4(%-%G!,,/7).'4(%2%30/.$%.4
30!#% 4/ !.37%2 &2%%,9G "54 !,3/ 4/ $)6%2'% ).4/ /4(%2 !2%!3 V%,, \dd^WJ 9
!,,/7).' 4(% 2%30/.$%.4 4/ &/2-5,!4% !.37%23 V./4 4(% #!3% 7)4( 3526%93WG 4(%
2%3%!2#(%2 #!. #!4%'/2):% 4(% $!4! !&4%27!2$3 !##/2$).' 4/ ).4%2%34).' 4(%-%3J
&4%.G4(%3%).4%26)%7334!247)4(!./0%.L%.$%$15%34)/.!"/54!4/0)#!.$4(%.
#/.4).5% $%%0%2 ).4/ ).4%2%34).' !2%!3 "9 &/,,/7 50 15%34)/.3J (% &/,,/7 50
15%34)/.3 !2% "5),4 50/. 7/2$3 #/-).' &2/- 4(% 2%30/.$%.43 !.37%23G 4(%2%"9
4(% 7/2$3 !2% "!3%$ 50/. 4(% 4%2-)./,/'9 Q.!452!,R &/2 4(% 2%30/.$%.43J 9
$/).'3/G4(%2%3%!2#(%2#!.%.#/52!'%2%30/.$%.434/'/$%%0%2).4/3/-%!2%!
!.$4/3/-%%84%.4!6/)$")!3%3"2/5'(4"94(%2%3%!2#(%2V%,,\dd^WJ

/%.352%#/22%#4$!4!&/24(%!.!,93)3G (!6%2%#/2$%$4(%).4%26)%73G7()#(
!,3/(%,0%$-%4/4!+%!-/2%!#4)6%0!24!.$34!9!,%24$52).'4(%).4%26)%73J9
4!+).' &)%,$ ./4%3G  (!6% "%%. !",% 4/ 34/2% ).&/2-!4)/. 4(!4 )3 %30%#)!,,9
).4%2%34).'/2#/5,$./4/4(%27)3%"%2%#/2$%$J

"3%26!4)/.3!2%53%&5,-%4(/$3&/25.$%234!.$).'3/#)!,!#4)6)4)%3G%30%#)!,,9
&/2 $)3#/6%2).' )& 0%/0,% !#45!,,9 $/ 7(!4 4(%9 3!9 4(%9 $/ V%,, \dd^WJ
"3%26!4)/.3!2%$)&&)#5,4-%4(/$34(!4.%%$!")4/&%80%2)%.#%)./2$%24/'%4!3
-5#( !3 0/33)",% &2/- 4(% !#4)6)49J 7/ -!). 490%3 /& /"3%26!4)/.3 !2%
0!24)#)0!4/29 !.$ ./.L0!24)#)0!4/29 /"3%26!4)/.3J !24)#)0!4/29 /"3%26!4)/.
-%!.3 4(!4 4(% 2%3%!2#(%2 )3 "/4( 4!+).' 0!24 ). !.$ /"3%26).' ! #/.4%-0/2!29
0(%./-%.! /2 %6%.4 V$,%2 @ $,%2 \dd_WJ . "/4( 490%3 /& /"3%26!4)/.3G
/"*%#4)6)49 )3 !. )335% 4(!4 2%,!4%3 4/ 4(% 6!,)$)49 /& 4(% $!4! V%,, \dd^WJ
-0/24!.4 &/2 4(% 2%3%!2#(%2 )3 4/ "% !7!2% /& 2)3+3 &2/- 2%3%!2#(%2 ")!3J .%
7!9/&%.(!.#).'4(%6!,)$)49/&$!4!)3"953).'-5,4)0,%/"3%26%23J

(2%%)-0/24!.402).#)0,%37(%.#/,,%#4).'$!4!&/2!#!3%345$9!2%I4(%53%/&
-5,4)0,%3/52#%3G!$!4!"!3%&/2!,,).&/2-!4)/.4(!4#/.#%2.3!.$)3'!4(%2%$).
4(% #!3% 345$9G !.$ ! #(!). /& %6)$%.#% V). ][[bWJ %0%.$).' /. -9 #(/)#% /&
-%4(/$G$!4!(!6%"%%.34/2%$).$)&&%2%.47!93J3-5#(!30/33)",%/&4(%$!4!
(!3"%%.34/2%$).!$)')4!,$!4!"!3%G-%!.).'4(!4 (!6%42!.3#2)"%$&)%,$./4%3
!.$ 3/ /.J !4! 4(!4 #/5,$ ./4 "% 34/2%$ ). $)')4!, &/2- #/5,$ !4 ,%!34 "%
-%.4)/.%$).4(%$)')4!,#!3%345$9$!4!"!3%J

. -9 #!3%  (!6% 53%$ 2%#/2$).'3 /& "/4( ).4%26)%73 !.$ /"3%26!4)/.3 4/ !
,!2'%%84%.4J/)#%2%#/2$).'3(!6%"%%.42!.3#2)"%$4/4%84!.$34/2%$4/'%4(%2
).4(%#!3%345$9$!4!"!3%J -0/24!.4&/2!,,-%4(/$3!2%4(%&)%,$./4%3G7()#( 
4().+"/4().#2%!3%4(%6!,5%/&4(%$!4!"54!,3/3)-0,)&94(%!.!,93)3J
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.!,93)3/&4(%%-0)2)#!,-!4%2)!,)3!##/5.4%$&/2).4(%!00%.$%$0!0%23J

#$/
&"""+/
!&"!+%%/
%!$).'/&).4%2.!,$/#5-%.43G0!24)#)0!4)6% (%/2'!.)3!4)/.!.$
+./7,%$'%7/2+

/"3%26!4)/.3G$)3#533)/.37)4().$5342)!,
0!24.%23
(%).$)6)$5!,%.').%%2
%-)L3425#452%$).4%26)%737)4(!7!2$
!.$)$%!'%.%2!4)/.&/2

7)..%23
)../6!4)/.
80%2)-%.4G/"3%26!4)/./&(/-/'%.%/53
(%4%!-!.$-/4)6!4)/.

345$%.44%!-3
&/2%!2,9$%6%,/0-%.4
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$"'&("# !&

2/$5#4 $%6%,/0-%.4 #!. "% $%3#2)"%$ !3 4(% 3%15%.#%3 !.$ 34%03 4(!4 !2%
.%%$%$4/02/$5#%'//$3V!(,@%)4:\ddaWJ5#(02/#%33!2%/&4%.3!)$4/34!24
). 3/-% +).$ /& -!2+%4 !7!2%.%33 /2 #534/-%2 .%%$3 !.!,93)3G "54 #!. !,3/
%-"!2+ &2/- ! 4%#(./,/')#!, ).6%.4)/. V,2)#( @ 00).'%2 ][[cWJ 2!$)4)/.!,,9G
02/$5#4 $%6%,/0-%.4 )3 0%2#%)6%$ !3 ! 02/",%- 3/,6).' 02/#%33 $%!,).' 7)4(
0(93)#!,,92%,!4%$02/",%-3V 9-!.\ddcWJ

2/$5#4$%6%,/0-%.4!3!0(%./-%./.)3#/.34!.4,95.$%2'/).'#(!.'%3G!.$
2%#%.4,9+./7,%$'%-!.!'%-%.4(!32%#%)6%$'2%!4).4%2%34V4/+%3][[]WJ(%
&!#4 4(!4 02/$5#4 $%6%,/0-%.4 ).3)343 /. Q3/&4%2R #!0!"),)4)%3 35#( !3
5.$%234!.$).' 53%2 02%&%2%.#%3 !.$ .%%$3 V 5"+! @ $%2 \ddaW (!3 "%%.
2%#/'.)3%$&/2!,/.'4)-%J .0!24)#5,!2G)4)34(%%.').%%2!33/,54)/.&).$%27(/
3(/5,$ 4!+% 0!24 ). 50&2/.4 #534/-%2 !#4)6)4)%3 V!34% \dccWJ (%3% #!0!"),)4)%3
!2% ./4 %34!",)3(%$ ).4/ 4%#(.)#!, 02/$5#4 $%6%,/0-%.4G "54 !2% 34!24).' 4/ '!).
2%30%#4 !-/.' 02!#4)4)/.%23 V!4.!)+ @ %#+%2 \dddWJ 30%#)!,,9G 15!,)4!4)6%
-%4(/$3 !2% &/5.$ !3 !. 50L!.$L#/-).' !002/!#( 4/ 3500/24 )../6!4)/. !.$
"2%!+4(2/5'( 02/$5#43 V!4.!)+ @ %#+%2 \dddWJ %.#%G $%6%,/0).' 02/$5#43 )3
./,/.'%23%%.!3-%2%,9'!4(%2).').&/2-!4)/.!"/544(%'//$3G"54)4)3!,3/!
02/#%33 4(!4 (!3 4/ (!.$,% -!.9 /4(%2 )335%3G 35#( !3 #/,,!"/2!4)/. 7)4(
#534/-%23G3500,)%23G!.$!$$2%33).'%.6)2/.-%.4!,!30%#43V 3!+33/.G !233/.@
(27!,,>..";#+][[dWJ

/.#522%.4 .').%%2).' V2!3!$ \ddaW /2 .4%'2!4%$ 2/$5#4 %6%,/0-%.4
V.$2%!3%.@ %).\dcbH%27).@!22/7-!.][[]W%-%2'%$4/!6/)$!./6%2L
4(%L7!,,!002/!#(V,,-!.][[^WJ6%2L4(%L7!,,-%!.34(!4).&/2-!4)/.G35#(!3
#534/-%2 34!4%-%.43 !.$ 2%15)2%-%.4 30%#)&)#!4)/.3G !2% 0%2&/2-%$ ). )3/,!4)/.
"94(%-!2+%4).'$%0!24-%.4!.$4(%.(!.$%$/6%24/4(%$%3)'.$%0!24-%.44/
).4%202%4 !.$ #/.#%045!,):% ).4/ ! 02/$5#4 30%#)&)#!4)/.J (% #/.#522%.4 /2
).4%'2!4%$ !002/!#( -!).,9 !)-3 4/ 3(/24%. ,%!$ 4)-%3 !.$ -!+% 4(% 02/#%33
-/2% %&&%#4)6% V 3!+33/. %4 !, ][[dWJ   #/.#522%.4 /2 ).4%'2!4%$ 02/#%33
\]


 #/$ '% 

).42/$5#%3 02/",%-3 /& #//2$).!4)/. !.$ #/--5.)#!4)/. V.$2%!3%. @ %).
\dcbWG 3).#% 4(% $)&&%2%.4 $%0!24-%.43 34),, !2% 30%#)!,):%$ ). 30%#)&)# &)%,$3G "54
(!6%4/7/2+4/7!2$3!#/--/.'/!,J

90)#!,,9G ! #/.#522%.4 /2 ).4%'2!4%$ 02/#%33 -/$%, $%3#2)"%3 4(!4 $)&&%2%.4
$%0!24-%.4334!244(%)27/2+).0!2!,,%,G3%%)'52%_J,3/G02/$5#4$%6%,/0-%.4
02/#%33%3!2%490)#!,,9$%3#2)"%$!3!34!'%L'!4%02/#%33V//0%2][[cWG-%!.).'
4(!44(%!#4)6)4)%3).4(%34!'%37),,"%2%0/24%$!.$$%#)$%$/.).'!4%-%%4).'3G
!3 &/2 %8!-0,% 4(% */).4 '2/50 -%%4).'3 "%47%%. %.').%%23 !.$ -!.!'%23 ).
)'52%_J
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90)#!,,9G!.).4%'2!4%$02/$5#4$%6%,/0-%.402/#%33)3$%3#2)"%$"96)35!,)3).'
!.5-"%2/&0(!3%3J,2)#(!.$00).'%2V][[cW!00,93)80(!3%3&2/-[4/`!3
3(/7.).)'52%`I



'$90!$#$"'&("# !&#$"%%.#&$" $!##!$644<0


. '%.%2!,G #534/-%2 34!4%-%.43 !"/54 .%%$3 !2% #/,,%#4%$ "9 4(% -!2+%4).'
$%0!24-%.4 !.$ !''2%'!4%$ ).4/ 2%15)2%-%.4 30%#)&)#!4)/.3 $/#5-%.43J (%3%
!2% 4(%. 42!.3,!4%$ ).4/ -%42)#3 "9 4(% $%6%,/0-%.4 $%0!24-%.4 V,2)#( @
00).'%2][[cWJ2/-4(%34!24).'0/).4/&!-!2+%4/00/245.)49)4)335''%34%$
4/&/#53/.)$%.4)&)#!4)/./&,%!$53%23V/. )00%,\dcaW!30%23/.3/543)$%4(%
#/-0!.9 7(/ !2% #!0!",% /& 02/0/3).' )-02/6%-%.43 4/ 4(% 02/$5#43J ,3/G


\^

 #/$ '% 

#534/-%2 !.!,93)3 3(/5,$ "% 0%2&/2-%$ 4/ #!0452% .%%$3 V,2)#( @ 00).'%2
][[cWJ!3)#!,,9G4(%%.').%%2).'$%3)'.0(!3%V)J%J%!2,9$%6%,/0-%.4W).02/$5#4
$%6%,/0-%.4 )3 ! 02/#%33 4(!4 342)6%3 4/ &5,&), 02%$%&).%$ 2%15)2%-%.43 /&
02/$5#43V 3!+33/.%4!,][[dWJ
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%26)#%3!2%./44(%&/#53&/202/$5#4$%6%,/0-%.4,)4%2!452%!.$!2%#/--/.,9
$%3#2)"%$!3!$$L/.34/4(%0(93)#!,02/$5#4V3%%,2)#(@00).'%2][[cWG!.$
/##52$52).'7(!4)3#!,,%$4(%!&4%2L-!2+%4V/2-!..][[\WJ/G&2/-4()30/).4
/&6)%7G3%26)#%3!2%0%2#%)6%$!3#/-0,%8$5%4/4(%)2).4!.')"),)49!.$4/4(%)2
6!,5%"%).'$)&&)#5,44/2%02%3%.4V,-%&%,4G%8&%,4G!#+2)33/.@ !,,-!.][[dWJ
/7%6%2G &2/- 4(% 0/).4 /& 6)%7 /& 3%26)#% -!.!'%-%.4G (!.$,).' 35#(
).4!.')"),)49)3%34!",)3(%$).4(%3%26)#%$%6%,/0-%.402/#%33%3V$6!2$33/.%4
!, ][[[WJ (53G '//$3 !2% -!.5&!#452%$ !.$ 3%26)#%3 !2% 0%2&/2-%$ V%229
][[]WG!.$490)#!,,93%26)#%3!2%3%%.!3!#4)6)4)%34(!4!2%0%2&/2-%$!44(%4)-%
!.$0,!#%/&4(%#534/-%2P3#(//3).'V2>.2//3][[[WJ

44%-043 4/ 42!.3&%2 ! 02/$5#4 $%6%,/0-%.4 02/#%33 !002/!#( /.4/ 3%26)#%
$%6%,/0-%.4 (!6% ). 3/-% #!3%3 3(/7. 02/-)3).' 2%35,43G "54 )4 )3 #/.#,5$%$
4(!4)47/5,$"%).!002/02)!4%4/42%!4!,,3%26)#%3!3%15!,3V5,,).'%2G;(.2)#(
@ %)2%. ][[^WJ .34%!$ )4 )3 35''%34%$ 4(!4 4(% %&&/243 (!6% 4/ "5),$ /. 4(%
$)&&%2%.4 3%26)#% 490%3G !.$ 4(!4 4(% #/.4!#4 ).4%.3)49 "%47%%. #534/-%2 !.$
02/6)$%2(!34/"%#/.3)$%2%$J 534!00,9).'!02/$5#4$%6%,/0-%.402/#%33&/2
4(% $%6%,/0-%.4 /& 3%26)#%3 )3 ./4 %./5'( V5,,).'%2 %4 !, ][[^WJ !4(%2G )4 )3
)-0/24!.4 4/ )-0,%-%.4 !.$ !#4)6!4% ! 3%26)#% 0%230%#4)6% 4(2/5'(/54 4(%
$%6%,/0-%.402/#%33%3/&'//$3V2)#3/.@ !233/.][[`WJ

).#% 4(% #534/-%2 )3 #/L02/$5#).' 4(% 3%26)#% 7)4( 4(% 02/6)$%2G 4(% 2/,% /&
4(% #534/-%2 )3 #%.42!, ). 3%26)#% $%3)'. !.$ $%6%,/0-%.4 V2>.2//3 ][[[WJ
2%$)#4).' "%(!6)/52 /&G &/2 %8!-0,%G ! -!4%2)!, )3 490)#!,,9 ! #/.#%2. &/2
4%#(.)#!,02/$5#4$%6%,/0-%.4G"54)4)32%#/'.)3%$4(!4&/2%#!34).'!#534/-%2P3
35"*%#4)6%%80%2)%.#%3/&6!,5%)3(!2$4/$/V,-%&%,4%4!,][[dWJ .!##/2$!.#%G
4(% #/2% 6!,5%3 /& 4(% /54#/-% /& ! $%6%,/0-%.4 02/#%33 $)&&%2 $%0%.$).' /.
0/).4 /& 6)%7J 2/- ! 02/$5#4L#%.4%2%$ ,/')# #534/-%23 !2% 2%#)0)%.43 /& '//$3
!.$ 4(% '//$3 !2% 3%%. !3 4(% %.$ 02/$5#4G 4(% 6!,5%G /& 4(% 02/#%33J 2/- !
3%26)#%L#%.4%2%$ ,/')# #534/-%23 !2% 3%%. !3 #/L02/$5#%23G 4(53 #/.42)"54).' 4/
4(%6!,5%/&4(%3%26)#%3V!2'/@ 53#(][[_WJ







\_
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'%&" $('

/--/.,9G #/-0!.)%3 &/#53 /. "2).').' #534/-%2 6!,5% 4/ 4(%)2 02/$5#43J
534/-%26!,5%#!."%$%3#2)"%$!34(%&5.#4)/.!,2%,!4)/.3()0V52-!.G!,4/.
@%"%.4)3#(][[[WI

Value =

performance

cos t • time


"!3)#!335-04)/.)34(!4)-02/6%$0%2&/2-!.#%G,/7%2%$#/34&/2#534/-%23
!.$3(/24%2$%6%,/0-%.44)-%,%!$34/'2%!4%26!,5%&/24(%#534/-%2J

!,5%)3!,3/$%&).%$).7/2$3!3I
6& $  $&#  ( #%   $! !# &% # $#' * 
&$% #/  $  &%   % !# &%5$ &$&$$  $%$* 
&$% # / % #%' ! #%  %   $%$/ %
'%*  % !# &% #%' %  ( % $   %  $% 
(#$!% %&$% #17V,!#+G).52-!.%4!,][[[G0JcW

.4()3$%&).)4)/.G!#/22%,!4)/."%47%%.#534/-%26!,5%!.$&5,&),-%.4/&.%%$3
#!. "% $)3#%2.%$J 5% 4/ 4()3 #/22%,!4)/.G !. ).4%202%4!4)/. /& 4(% $%&).)4)/. #!.
"% 4(!4 ). /2$%2 4/ &5,&), .%%$3 4(% 02/$5#4 $%6%,/0%2 (!3 4/ +./7 4(% .%%$3
V5.30/+%. /2 30/+%.WJ (% #/.#%04 /& #534/-%2 0%2#%)6%$ 6!,5% !$$3 !./4(%2
6)%7G4(!44(%#534/-%26!,5%)34(%42!$%L/&&"%47%%."%.%&)43!.$3!#2)&)#%3J .
/4(%2 7/2$3G 6!,5% )3 #2%!4%$ !.$ 0%2#%)6%$ /. -!.9 $)&&%2%.4 ,%6%,3 /&
).4%2!#4)/.!.$!,3/#!.#(!.'%/6%24)-%V/6)+][[_WJ

%4G!./4(%2$%&).)4)/./&#534/-%26!,5%!$$3O"%.%&)4P!3!.)-0/24!.40!24/&
4(%02/$5#4I

6 &$% # '& $ "& %  % %  &$% # $ * 
'#17V?,,%2G %")2G4!2+@,%33).'][[dG0J\cW

/02%6%.4!/.%L3)$%$6)%7/.6!,5%&2/-/.,9-/.%4!29-%!352%3G?,,%2%4
!,V][[dW(!6%)$%.4)&)%$&/52-!*/2490%3/&"%.%&)43I

\J %#/./-)#
]J %.6)2/.-%.4!,
^J 3/#)!,
_J 4%#(.)#!,

54 ?,,%2 %4 !, V][[dW (!6% !,3/ )$%.4)&)%$ ! .5-"%2 /& ,%33 02%#)3%,9 $%&).%$
"%.%&)43I).&/2-!4)/.!.$+./7,%$'%!$6!.4!'%3G3!6%$4)-%G(%!,4(02%3%26!4)/.
/2%.(!.#%-%.4G02%34)'%G02/#%332/"534.%33G!'),)49G!.$&,%8)"),)49J

/7!2$5.$%234!.$).'4(%$)&&%2%.40%230%#4)6%3/&6!,5%&2/-!3%26)#%!.$!


\`

 #/$ '% 

02/$5#40/).4/&6)%72%30%#4)6%,9G!2'/!.$ 53#(V][[_W34!4%4(!4I4(%6!,5%
/& 3%26)#%3 )3 $%4%2-).%$ "9 4(% #534/-%2G 7(%2%!3 4(% 6!,5% /& '//$3 )3
$%4%2-).%$"94(%02/$5#%23J
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!!"(&"!

../6!4)/. )3 ! 4%2- 4(!4 )3 #/--/.,9 53%$ ). 4(% #/.4%84 /& 02/$5#4
$%6%,/0-%.4G!.$).!7)$%2!.'%/&7!93J ../6!4)/.!#4)6)4)%3!2%).4%.$%$4/
#2%!4%-%!.).'&5,!.$&/#53%$#(!.'%7)4().!#/-0!.9P3%#/./-)#!,!.$3/#)!,
0/4%.4)!, V25#+%2 \ddcWJ %.%2!,,9G )../6!4)/. )3 ).4%202%4%$ !3 !. )$%! 4(!4 )3
"2/5'(44/!-!2+%4J(/5'(G!-/2%%,!"/2!4%$$%&).)4)/./&4(%4%2-)3I

6  '%  $ % !%%    ( # $%*
!# '!# &%8  #$#'9/ #!# $$/(#%% /
#  ( #$%  %   &$$$ !#%$/ ( #!
#$%  #)%##% $17V3,/-!.5!,][[`G0J_aJW

(53G ! -).)-5- 2%15)2%-%.4 &/2 !. )../6!4)/. )3 4(!4 )4 62&$%  ( 8 #
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Abstract
Product-Service systems (PSS) introduce the alternative for manufacturing firms to address sustainability in
early development. In aeronautic industry, sustainability is an issue that challenges the innovation
capabilities. The question if engineering tools and software are apt to manage innovation aspects guides the
study in this paper. The study embarks from tools which can be categorised as knowledge based tools, and
concludes that there are constraints that delimit the use in innovation projects. However, some of the
constraints are more related to the approach rather than to the tools as such.
Keywords:
Product-Service Systems, Innovation, Life-cycle, KBE, KBS, knowledge based engineering, knowledge
based systems

1

INTRODUCTION

A Product-Service Systems (PSS) solution is commonly
seen as a life cycle commitment, since the manufacturers
take extended responsibilities to deliver the agreed
performance. This is a complete different business model
compare to selling goods as standalone products. In
recent time, environmental and sustainability concerns
have become a vital part in product development. Thus,
adding to the complexity of managing the ‘well known’
aspects of shortening lead time, reducing costs and
improving quality. PSS is a change towards a resultoriented perspective [1] and is an opportunity for
manufacturing firms to integrate several perspectives in
early development. PSS is foreseen to open up for
sustainability aspects, where for example, a change in
usage patterns is triggered by a PSS vision, and in turn
this reduces waste [2]. In the aerospace industry, the
sustainability opportunities and also a possibility to include
maintenance into the business can be a reason for
adapting towards PSS [3]. Airline companies spend on
average USD 870 per flight hour in direct maintenance
costs [4], where the engines represent over 40 %.
Though, to reach a PSS vision, the voice of the customer
has to be understood in depth, i.e., to address the use of
the product the customer’s goals and intentions have to
be understood by the development team [5]. Typically, a
life cycle commitment is contracted on the characteristic
to provide “functions per unit”, e.g., power by the hour or
thrust on wings. The PSS providers also agree to meet
such need on the basis of a long term contract. Obviously,
the identified basic need can be met by different solutions
over time; hence companies have to deal with innovation
in a different way compared to a traditional business
model.
For the roll-out of a PSS innovation strategy, lessons can
be learned from an open innovation approach [6]. Even
though open innovation is promising, such an approach
still has some complicated issues to tackle, e.g., to
change mindset [7]. Still, it is suggested that companies
need to be more open to position themselves in future
collaborative provision of products [4]. Thinking, seeing
and doing first are three ways to decide about the future

[8]. Where seeing and doing are important when you
have vague information to act upon, as in the case of
PSS where the customer information is becoming more
abstract. For instance, computer aided design (CAD)
tools are a vital part of the engineering activities, such
tools allows the engineer to visualise the product.
Service/product engineering is identified to have a great
advantage if implemented into typical engineering tools
[9]. The focus for such tools seems to be to support the
engineering area to deal with the service parts in PSS.
Thereby, supporting service innovation, so, still, the
possibilities for typical engineering tools to support
technology innovation are interesting. Hence, the purpose
in this paper is to contend with the question how
engineering tools are apt to manage technological
innovation aspects in a PSS situation.
2 DELIMITATION
In this paper, the engineering tools and software are
refereed to those commonly used by engineers in
manufacturing companies. In particular knowledge based
tools are in focus. A distinction of typical information
system tools and knowledge based systems is done in
this study. Information systems are seen as used for
monitoring, coordination and control, while knowledge
systems (or tools) support the development team to take
design decisions. Thereby, also knowledge and some of
its dimensions have to be managed in this paper.
A presentation of the tools, for what purposes they are
used and in what stages of early development they are
used will be done. But, first, the method for gathering data
for this study is shortly outlined. Second, a theoretical
framework that includes different perspectives on the
innovation concept is presented. The theoretical
framework is based on the constraints of the research
project, namely innovation, knowledge sharing and
support for engineers. In this paper the theory serves as a
point of view for the discussion.
3 METHOD FOR DATA GENERATION
The study builds on empirical data from a manufacturing
company. The data has been generated by studying
internal document, knowledge systems inclusive its use.
Data has also been generated by applying a participative

action research approach [10]. This means that the
researchers have been part of the studied phenomena
making reflections in practice, one as an industrial PhD
student, thus having close access to the day-to-day work.
The empirical data set has been analysed in the light of a
literature study on knowledge and innovation strategies.
4

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The theoretical framework builds on three parts, namely
some dimensions of knowledge, innovation and
implications, knowledge based engineering.
4.1 Some dimensions of knowledge
Knowledge is archetypically defined as ‘justified true
belief’. This definition has been a subject of controversial
discussions, but in recent time the emphasis is put on
‘justified’ rather than ‘true’. This shift has inspired firms to
consider a wider range of knowledge dimensions than
mere facts. Nowadays, a firm’s intellectual assets
commonly are said to encompass dynamic and
humanistic dimensions of knowledge as well. Usually,
knowledge is divided into two main categories, namely
tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge
is not easily expressed, it is highly inherent in the human’s
experiences and actions, while explicit knowledge can be
articulated and (relatively) easily formalized. A difference
between theoretical and practical knowledge is also
related to these categories. That is, people can posses
the theoretical view, but not be able to apply the
knowledge practically, and vice versa. In this perspective,
a human can convey knowledge by intellect and/or by
skills. Also, a distinction between information and
knowledge is done. Information can be separated from
context and humans, while knowledge is context
dependent and part of a human’s mind and body [11].
Though, knowledge has no direct value for the company if
it cannot be transformed into performance. Thus,
knowledge is from this perspective described as
actionable information [12].
A company’s knowledge base can be described as facts,
rules and procedures gathered and organised into
schemas [12]. Yet, it is understood that a firm’s
knowledge base is built up of more that what is produced
in activities [13]. For instance, what is interpreted by
individuals, given a new context, anchored in the beliefs
and commitments of individuals are also part of it [11].
Four categories of knowledge assets, i.e., resources that
create value for a firm, are [11]:
•

Experiential – tacit knowledge shared through
common experiences, e.g., skills, know-how,
emotions, conceptions. These are difficult for
others to imitate.

•

Conceptual – explicit knowledge articulated
through images, symbols and language, e.g.,
product concepts, design. Manifested in products
etc., thus easier to grasp, yet still difficult to come
to terms with what is perceived.

•

Routine – tacit knowledge embedded in actions
and practices, e.g., culture, every day practice.
These are reinforced and shared through certain
patterns of thinking in everyday business.

•

Systemic – systematized and package explicit
knowledge, e.g., manuals, databases. Can
relatively easily be transferred, also the main
focus for contemporary knowledge management.

These assets are interrelated, dynamic and constantly
evolving and cannot be seen as a snapshot of all assets.

4.2 Innovation
Innovation is often seen as a key for companies to be
viable in a competitive business environment. There
exists several definitions of innovation; there are at least
15 constructs on the term ‘innovation’ and at least 51
different variants that can be related to these [14]. This
points out that the point of view play an important role.
Yet, since long ago, the characteristics for defining the
term innovation lean on the idea that it is something new
that has reached a market. Commonly, the definitions
also highlight that the innovation should lead to some
changes in that market. For example, one definition of
innovation is:
‘‘Innovation consists of the generation of a new idea and
its implementation into a new product, process or service,
leading to the dynamic growth of the national economy
and the increase of employment as well as to a creation
of pure profit for the innovative business enterprise.” [15].
In recent time, the emphasis is on added value for those
who should benefit from the innovation, thereby the
perspective of customers or users are usually highlighted
[16]. For product innovations (in the literature, a product
refers to both physical goods and services or a
combination) the point of view commonly includes market
and technology to asses the newness of the innovation
[17], [14]. The company’s knowledge about market and
technology is challenged by innovations, i.e., an
innovation either sustains or disrupts established
knowledge [18].
Also, the types or categories of innovation differ. In
general, there are similarities in the descriptions, tough
the name differs. Two of categories of innovation are [17]:


Architectural innovation: existing knowledge of
market and technology becomes obsolete due to
the innovation. This kind of innovation disrupts
established know-how. It can be described as
discontinuous since it does not emerge in an
iterative state; rather it seems to come from
nowhere. High risks are part of the strategy.



Regular
innovations:
improves
existing
technology and market relationships. Here, the
firm’s aim is to enhance an existing product,
e.g., making the production more cost efficient or
extend the shares of a mainstream market.
These innovations build on the firm’s established
knowledge base and do not make market or
technology obsolete. This strategy assures low
risks.

There are similarities with architectural innovation and the
concept of disruptive innovation [20]. Disruptive
innovation, as is also architectural, supersedes the
established technology or existing product. From a
product development perspective, companies often strive
to go beyond the ‘normal’ customer’s need and exceed
the expectations on the product. Usually, the outcome of
disruptive innovation performs worse than the established
technology when introduced to the market. Companies
that introduce a disruptive innovation can become a
strong competitor on a market that has overlooked the
innovation opportunity. In a best case, the innovation is
addressing undiscovered customer needs [20], thereby
the needs can be met by different solutions over time.
Also, there are similarities with regular innovations and
the concept product innovations [17]. Since, both types
aim to improve established markets and technologies,
e.g., in terms of improving performance, lower costs,
increase usability.

Different types of innovation can also be described on the
basis of a market development life cycle [17]. In Figure 1,
starting from the left, a new technology is introduced in
the disruptive innovation phase. This technology is initially
underperforming, but early adopters find it useful hence
the technology has reached a niche market. Product
innovation takes it into another level, i.e., the technology
is being improved to perform better. As time unfolds, the
technology reaches wider recognition and market, thereby
insisting on process innovation to, e.g., make production
processes cost efficient. At the “top of the hill” in Figure 1,
experiential innovation is applied to, e.g., improve
customers’ perception of the technology. The subsequent
state is marketing innovation, where the interface to
customers is improved. And, “downhill” at the right side in
Figure 1, business model innovation, e.g., reframes the
value proposition or the established roles in the value
chain. Here, in this declining state, next generation
technologies are spotted, though they do not yet affect the
existing technology. Before the end, at right, a gap
between what is sold and what the market now wants
appears. Last, in Figure 1, Structural innovation describes
the end of the life cycle, thus the beginning of a new cycle
starting from disruptive innovation. This phase capitalizes
on the disruption and creates new industry relationships in
relation to the new technology, e.g., the opportunity to
offer a broader variety of products and services [17].

Figure 1. A market development life cycle, adapted from [17].

Companies tend to stay too long in the states for product
innovation and process innovation, focusing on, e.g.,
minimizing cost and shorten lead times [19],[21]. The
capabilities to continuously explore new technologies and
new markets are vital for firms to be competitive, the
same goes for the abilities to exploit the findings [21]. The
explore and exploit capabilities relate to an innovation
process. Such process is described as never being:
“…a one-time phenomenon, but a long and cumulative
process of a great number of organizational decisionmaking processes, ranging from the phase of generation
of a new idea to its implementation phase.” [15] (p. 3).
Further, new idea generation and exploration includes
ambiguity and uncertainty about the future. Companies
can take three strategic postures vis-à-vis uncertainty [8].
These postures should not be regarded as applied at all
the company performances; rather they are part of a
portfolio for strategic actions to be applied where they are
best suited. First, the company can choose to “shape the
future”, that is they can take a leadership in fundamentally
change e.g., customer demands or how the industry
operates. Second, the company can choose to “adapt to
the future”, e.g., by recognizing opportunities in existing
markets, respond quickly and be first. Adapters are
typically relying on pricing and effective execution, rather
than on product innovation [8]. Third, the company can
choose “reserve the right to play”. The company makes
investments that in the present put them into a privileged
postion, e.g., by having superior customer – supplier
relationships or possessing expertise. The company can

then wait for the uncertainty to decrease and then design
a strategy. This posture is a special kind of adapting and
can only be used when the future is perceived to
encompass at least a number of possible outcomes [8].
4.3 Innovation and knowledge creation
Within innovation processes, new knowledge is also
created. A company’s capability to knowledge creation is
a vital part of making use of the exploration phases where
something previously “not known” is searched for. In this
sence, both tacit and explicit knowledge have to be
understood. Based on the knowledge creation activities
socialization,
externalization,
combination
and
internalization derived from the SECI model [11], the
explore and exploit apporach are used to map innovation
concepts [18]. In Table 1, the left column, show that
technological breakthrough and major product/service
innovation relates to the tacit knowledge domain, and
market breakthrough and regular innovation relates to the
explicit knowledge domain. This indicates that the
interaction between innovation and knowledge creation is
depending on balancing tacit and explicit knowledge to
turn capabilities into products and services that add value
for the customers [18].
Tacit knowledge
Socialization and
externalization
(Exploration)

Explicit knowledge
Combination and
internalization
(Exploitation)

 Arhitecural innovation
 Radical innovation
 Major product/service
innovation
 Revolutionary innov.
 Major process innov.
 Technological
breakthrough

 Niche innovation
 Modular innovation
 Market breakthorough
 Regular innovation
 Incremental innovation
 Incremental product,
service, process
innovation

Figure 2. Tacit and explicit knowledge in relation to innovation,
modified from [18].

In the early 2000’s it was argued that the field of
aeronautical engineering could find the opportunities for
innovation in incremental technology and process
innovation, due to the high expenditure nature of the
products [22]. For example, by focusing on lowering cost
in the manufacturing processes such innovation pays off.
The innovation often comes from suppliers or emerging
smaller firms, since they can allow the risk of innovating
[22]. In the collaborative setting of aircraft engine industry,
companies share risk and revenue among the partners
[23]. Also, the knowledge creation for innovation is
performed inbetween partners. This means that some
parts of the processes are based on a virtual company
structure, where other parts are not easily managed in the
same virtual structure [23].
4.4 Knowledge based engineering
Knowledge based systems (KBS), Knowledge based
engineering (KBE) and the combination Knowledge
based engineering systems (KBES) are some of the
terms that can be found within the literature.
KBS “…refers to a special class of computer programs
that purport to perform, or to assist humans in performing,
specified intellectual tasks.” [24] (p.11). Knowledge based
system focus on specialized knowledge related to a
specific task [24]. Such knowledge has to be attained
from people having expertise in the targeted area and the
knowledge has to be transformed into “if-then” rules [25],

while the process of capturing knowledge resides outside
a knowledge based system. Thereby, KBS opens up for
the critique that these systems have to be maintained and
upgraded ‘manually’ and constantly.
On the contrary, the capture and re-use of domain specific
knowledge is part of KBE, making the systems more
interactive. Knowledge based engineering is explained as:
“The use of advanced software techniques to capture and
re-use product and process knowledge in an integrated
way.” [26] (p.11). KBE specifically focus to support the
engineers’ design assignment by making expert
knowledge organisationally available. Thereby, KBE in
some aspects also have the intention to nurture the user’s
learning.
While, the combination KBES “…aims to capture product
and process information in such a way as to allow
businesses to model engineering design processes, and
then use the model to automate all part or part of the
process.” [25] (p. 905). Hence, KBES focus on efficient
engineering, e.g., shortening lead times, rather than
knowledge sharing and a learning process.
KBE is recommended to not be used when, for example,
the design process is unclear, knowledge is not available
and technology is constantly changing. Also, the company
must have the will and the resources to introduce KBE
[26].
KBS, KBE and KBES all have benefits and are seemingly
intertwined in some aspects. A proposal to integrate the
traditional KBE and similar knowledge rich strategies can
be found in the concept of Knowledge Enabled
Engineering (KEE) [27]. KEE adds an additional view of a
simulation approach that allows standard solutions to be
generated, evaluated and reported iteratively. In this way,
the development team can elaborate on several design
alternatives at a low cost [27]. This approach emphasize
frontloading, i.e., to define product solutions and their
combinations upfront and capture that knowledge into a
computer application. A methodological challenge is to
provide users with necessary control and not make the
KEE a “black box” [27], since one objective with KEE is
support a learning process. Thus, the rationale and the
rules have to be understandable to the users if they
should learn from using KEE, as opposed to applying a
KBS for routine/non reflective tasks.
A key for the development of knowledge based tools is to
identify, capture and formalize knowledge [26]. Tacit
knowledge is recognised as problematic, though
qualitative methods are recommended to at least capture
some dimensions of it [26].
Examples of knowledge based tools that can be
categorised into KEE is a flange wizard tool that support
analysing design alternatives [28] and a rear turbine
structure analysis tool that support optimisation of
structural performance in relation to design alternatives
[29]. These KEE tools are developed within research
projects, improved and implemented in the studied
company.
5

EMPIRICAL DATA

The manufacturing company in this study acts in a
business-to-business context within the aerospace
industry. They are a business partner in a globally
extended enterprise, thus have to possess the ability to
act independently and with partners in the development of
products. This business-to-business setting makes the
company operate both as a supplier and as a client.
The company acts on contract, i.e., the provision of a
product is initiated by a directive. Also, meaning that the

product is sold before it is developed. The development
process is divided into two main types. The first type is
called technology development, and includes the early
phases where knowledge and concepts are built in
parallel. The activities or projects here range from
improving existing products to breakthrough innovations.
The second type is the subsequent processes to
implement the result from the technology phase into a
production process. In the latter phases, no breakthrough
innovation regarding the product is searched for, but here
an innovation perspective might serve to make the
production more effective. The empirical data in this study
focus on the technology development, though to align
with literature, we call these early phases “product
development” and the project is called “product project”.
Briefly, the product development processes embark from
an internal order including a technical specification. In
some cases, also the technologies, e.g., expertise, tools,
know-how and methods, needs to be developed in
relation to the product development. This is particularly
true when the product project focuses to find new
solutions. The development teams usually consist of a
spectrum of disciplines, which disciplines to include
depends on the type of the project. Typically,
competences from manufacturing, design, quality and
purchasing are needed in a product project. Also,
resources from external sources are involved in product
projects, for instance suppliers, subcontractors,
consultants or other firms possessing additional
competences. Further, the flux of team members is
common in product projects. This flux, people going in
and out of the project, depends on, for example in a best
case, the progress in the project, where next level of
expertise enters the project, or in a worst case a specific
expertise is prioritized to other projects.
The company develops components for jet engines; this
is a branch where security is of utmost concern. In turn,
this makes it necessary to certify the technologies, the
processes, the production and the use. Computer
supported tools play a significant role in this context,
since they inherently have the ability to enable people to
store, retrieve and disseminate information. But, also
they provide traceability of the performed activities.
The company has a long tradition in the aerospace
industry, the roots goes back to 1930. Starting in the
1970’s, the company has gone from providing engines
only for military purposes to also encompass civilian
engines. Hence, the experiences of aerospace industry
have been established over the years, but also the
company has been challenged by entering a new market.
Moreover, in the business partnerships the company
have initialized to incorporate a PSS business model
based on extended business contracts. Still, the goods
are not developed in respect of a PSS development
process. The lack of computer support is recognised as
contributing to that situation. Especially the ability to
simulate business and product features simultaneously to
make decisions in early development for how to offer the
solution, i.e., as a product with supporting services or a
life cycle commitment, seems important. A jet engine is of
high total capital expenditure, it is expensive to develop,
as well as buying. Typically, the life cycle for a jet engine
is around 30-40 years. In order to reduce the descent in
performance it is necessary to upgrade it over the life
cycle, also the time loops for the periodic maintenance
are highly related to its working environments and
operating parameters. For instance, differences in the
pilots’ behaviours, as well as the conditions at different
airstrips, have an effect on the jet engine’s life cycle.

In recent time, the traditional development stands in front
of a change of trends, where fuel economy and emissions
are found challenging the innovation capabilities. As part
of the aerospace industry, the company has agreed upon
a strategic agenda, commonly referred to as ACARE [30].
In this agenda, the goals for CO2 and NOX emissions are
deliberately set lower than rules and legislation demands,
i.e., the goals are set to a reduction by 50 % CO2 per
passenger kilometre and a reduction of NOX emissions by
80 %. Obviously, the ACARE agreement is challenging
and to reach the environmental goals it is not doable to
improve the concepts of existing jet engines. Instead,
completely new concepts for a jet engine have to be
designed.
5.1 The knowledge based tools at the company
Innovation includes risks and radical innovation is a high
risk task. Knowledge based tools are use to decrease risk
by planning, simulating and visualising potential solutions
before creating physical prototypes. Also, the use of full
scale physical prototypes can be minimized.
Commonly, engineers involved in product development
have expertise in specific engineering domains. Broadly,
the support systems can be categorized in a similar way,
i.e., they fulfill different purposes in relation to expertise
areas. For example, Computer Aided Design (CAD) is
used for model based development. CAD is tightly
coupled with Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
thereby allowing integrated generation of 3-D and 2-D
product and process models, drawings and machine tool
sequences controlled by Computer Numerical Controlled
(CNC) machines. Numerical methods such as the Finite
Element Method (FEM) and the Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) method are frequently used for analyzing
the behavior of engine components. Support tools used at
the company combine these characteristics to provide for
dialogue and learning, thus can be categorized as KEE.
Overall, the knowledge based tools are used to support
analysis of two modes, namely during production and inuse, i.e. in flight. These kinds of tools are often developed
internally and are a combination of different tools.
Engineers are able to use the tools for design space
exploration and to validate and verify design solutions.
Benefits are identified in terms of, for example, faster,
more efficient and robust design iterations that releases
engineering resources or the ability to transfer product
and process information upfront in the development
process.
The company have used knowledge based tools within a
PSS business model for about three to four years, and the
knowledge for how to use the tools to elaborate on design
alternatives has increased. So, still the common
engineering knowledge based tools are used, yet the
parameters for evaluating the design solutions in a PSS
context are different than before. For PSS, an upcoming
work is to create the models that are needed to visualise
these parameters in relation to others. Also, the
visualisation is foresighted to include more ways than
previously.
For the case of radical innovation caused by the strategic
agenda that the company has agreed on, reoccurring
analyses done on previous jet engine families probably
will be needed also for the new products. As a whole the
new jet engine might turn out to be a breakthrough
product, but the development processes might not change
radically. Thus, the company considers the degree of
radical innovation for the internal processes. The
challenging situation is thereby put in relation to how
radical it will be to the company’s contemporary
approaches. Here, they have to judge how flexible the

knowledge based tools need to be to adapt to the future.
In this context, the knowledge based tools need to be
improved to suit the new application area. Discussions of
constraints and possibilities in relation to the knowledge
based tools are inherent in organisational culture at the
technology development department. The development of
internally used knowledge based tools is part of the core
competences at the company.
The company perceives that the ability to define and
create knowledge based tools still relies on the availability
of experts, so called Knowledge Engineers. A bottleneck
for large scale implementation is the maturity of formal
processes that the knowledge engineer can work with.
The knowledge based tools used at the company intends
to assist engineers in design space exploration by
capturing, formalizing and automating tedious processes
within different engineering domains to a feasible extent.
This allows for consequent optimization of products and
processes and aims to relive engineers from mundane
time consuming tasks, making them available for
innovative studies not performed otherwise.
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DISCUSSION

It can be argued that a successful product development
process can be applied whatever the intended outcome.
So, hypothetically, a development process can deal with
innovation and does not need a specific process.
Innovation processes are commonly described in
innovation management literature as being an entity
separated from product development. On one hand, the
fact that radical innovation and incremental innovation
leads to technology changes, indicates that an innovation
process has to be intertwined into the product
development processes. On the other hand, the fact that
radical innovation is built upon a different knowledge base
than incremental, the practice of an intertwined process
becomes a challenge. Here, there are similarities with
PSS development where products and services are
based on distinct logics, yet they have to be integrated.
In a radical innovation approach the development team
starts from a vague idea, or as is the case for the
company in our study, they start from the insights that
they have to do something completely different to reach
the emission goals in the strategic agenda. So, we can
argue that this is a really challenging case were they have
to start from somewhere to make it. But, from where can
the innovation process start? What are the competences
needed? And, what can be carried over from earlier
development cases? In the view of a market life cycle one
can see that a different explore/exploit-focus is needed of
the engineering team through each phase, but how does
this model correspond to a company producing PSS
solutions in a business-to-business market?
From literature, the arguments that companies tend to
stay too long in incremental and process innovation
phases [19][21], and that they should never regard
innovation as a one-time phenomenon [15] are stressed.
These are good advices, in particular for consumer
goods. There are many examples of firms that have fallen
into that trap, but when the product has a life cycle of 3040 years this argument seems to be out of context. Also,
an established incremental innovation approach can be a
platform for a steeper learning curve, provided that the
development team is supported to achieve that.
Learning from other disciplines is beneficial especially for
PSS, though, as argued; the context for aerospace
industry seems far away from the commonly business-toconsumer (b2c) perspective in literature. Typically, such a

b2c perspective emphasizes one relationship, namely that
one between the company and a potential consumer
market. The business environment for aerospace industry
is within a business-to-business setting (b2b), where
several partners work jointly to develop the product. The
company in this study contributes with components, but is
a partner in the overall product development process for
the jet engine. This has two implications. First, the
business relationships seem more complex. For example,
the relationships can be describes as working jointly with
 suppliers to develop the components
 collaborative partners - the jet engine developer and
affiliated suppliers
 the customer - the airline company
to meet the flight staff and passengers needs of safety
and robustness. Working in a b2b setting means that
some degrees of insights into each others knowledge
bases are necessary for knowledge creation. Also, in
general, collaborative efforts are based on the recognition
that the own firms’ expertise is not enough and additional
competences is needed. For PSS, it can be argued that
the experiences of working in complex business
relationship are an advantage, since collaboration is
identified as a prerequisite to service provision. For the
use of knowledge based tools, such tools have to be apt
to communicate cross-company despite choice of
application systems. Accordingly, it will not be viable to
invest in expensive and extensive knowledge based tools
for the collaborative efforts. Further, the transparency
between the tools has to be balanced to transfer just
enough knowledge for the operation, but not too much.
Second, being one partner in an extended enterprise, like
the one described above, means that, e.g., processes,
methods and tools have to be compatible. This is
particularly true for jet engines, for example because
development activities and maintenance have to be
traceable through out its lifecycle. For PSS, this might
serve as a valid point of departure, since understanding of
the whole lifecycle, including use and recycling, is vital.
Though, one challenge for the realization of PSS is to
capture and transfer this kind of knowledge into the early
development phases. For knowledge based tools the
challenge is to transform tacit knowledge into explicit.
Here, the knowledge sharing can be supported of a focus
on assessments in lack of real facts and figures, and as a
complement the reasoning behind the assessed
measurements. Knowledge based tools can be used to
visualize and to jointly elaborate on rough design ideas,
maybe complemented with a brainstorming tool. Here, the
use should support idea generation and dialogue, rather
than validation. This stage of explorations might be crucial
to apply knowledge based tools in PSS; where a core
question is how to create a product model of a service or
of “functions per unit”. Here, we argue, that the constraints
are more a matter of what to model than how to model. A
first step towards making tacit knowledge to become
explicit is through a socialization process [11], e.g., to
jointly reflect and formulate questions.
The company’s and the entire extended enterprises’
innovation capabilities are put to the test by the strategic
agenda for lowering emissions. It is recognized that the
next jet engine family cannot be built on an incremental
improvement approach of existing concepts. Here,
understanding of which design concepts and features that
can be transferred are a real challenge. For PSS this
situation can prove to be vital, since the innovation
opportunity opens up the possibilities to take in the PSS
vision into the development from start. For knowledge
based tools the radical innovation approach puts pressure

on the formal applications and systems, in particular how
to update, change and adapt the tools. Also, some of the
formal knowledge based tools might become obsolete in
the same vein that technology becomes outdated in
disruptive/radical innovation situations.
To be able to use contemporary knowledge based tools
the engineers need to have information about the
product, e.g., geometrical and physical properties. From
this the design activities can aim to improve the existing
product from the perspectives of robustness and utility,
i.e. in flight mode. For PSS, the support for, first, a
general understanding is needed and, second, the
knowledge based tools have to support a team to
generate a decision base to act upon in view of that
holistic level. A key for going into a PSS business
contract seem to be the capability to assess the
development process related to such a business model
beforehand. For example, besides insight into cost,
properties and behavior, the engineers have to have
support for the choice of ecologically sustainable material.
They have to have knowledge for how the material is
extracted, processed and how to recycle it, also the
environmental effects from both the extraction processes
and the machining processes has to be known. Further, if
used in a PSS solution they have to have upgrading and
replacement of the material in mind, thus taking a
continuous innovation perspective into account for the
development of the physical goods.
Traditionally, knowledge based tools are used for
incremental innovation. Commonly, validation and
verification are emphasized, meaning that a product
model or a prototype has to be the base. For a PSS
business, the life cycle perspective has at least two
levels. First, a perspective on the existing PSS solution,
and, second a perspective on the whole PSS business
including several alternative PSS solutions and their life
cycles. At a certain point in the PSS business life cycle,
several solutions can correspond to the customers’
needs. Here, the development team has to explore which
solution to go or not to go for. In such a situation, the
traditional use of knowledge based tools for validation
and verification delimit the exploration phases. The use of
the tools has to open up the design space and create
several alternatives in two dimensions, namely the
business model (traditional, extended or PSS) and the
product (stand alone, added services or PSS) to provide.
To support an innovative PSS solution a change in the
use and the integration of different knowledge based tools
seems to be needed, rather than totally new tools as
such.
PSS in itself can be regarded as a radical innovation
affecting the whole business. Thus, the first movement in
that direction can be taken as small steps, rather than
one huge leap. The company presented in this study has
chosen a small scale approach for developing and
implementing knowledge based tools within the
organization where modular and generative properties
are some of the tools’ characteristics. This aims to
increase the level of adaptability of each tool when it is
being faced with new sets of requirements. One ambition
for the company is that the investment in developing and
implementing the tool should give the engineer an
advantage at the first time of its usage as compared to
not having the tool at hand at all. It is important that
engineers can call upon and use the tools with minimum
effort at any point in time, without depending on access to
a Knowledge Engineer. For PSS, and for the use of
knowledge based tools to support innovation, lessons can
be learned from this approach. First, systems used are
put together based on flexibility and exchangeable

applications. An object oriented bottom up approach
combining standalone tools in an aggregated way also
provide a platform for the development of a large scale
system. Second, the approach to apply knowledge based
tools is supported by a mindset of learning, reasoning and
elaborating on alternatives.
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CONCLUDING REMARK

This study embarked from the purpose to discuss the
question how engineering knowledge based tools are apt
to manage technological innovation aspects in a PSS
situation. On the basis of the limited data we cannot draw
conclusions; rather we, have by twisting and turning on
the issue, elaborated on a wider picture of the challenges
of knowledge based tools for PSS innovation in b2b
situations to find a platform for further research. Though,
to sum up the discussion we here present an implication
for turning into PSS businesses.

based tools, though for our future studies we find it more
interesting to focus on the engineering practise. In
particular, the themes presented in this paper will guide
our future efforts. Namely, (1) how engineers manage
incremental and radical innovation on a day to day basis,
(2) how engineers will deal with the “fuzzy” customer
information within PSS development, and (3) how
engineering processes and their subsequent methods
and tools will be affected by a PSS business model.
Framed by this, the empirical study presented here has
resulted in ideas for further research. Three main guiding
statements and questions have been formulated:

The realization of PSS should address the need for
“functions per unit” over a long term period; this has to be
built on a thorough understanding of the customers’ goals
and intentions. This is an extension in focus from
incremental innovation of the existing physical goods to a
radical innovation approach to explore upcoming
technological solutions. We have discussed the
interaction between incremental and radical innovation
which seems necessary to both improve the running
solution and to keep new ones into the loop. Further,
within the frame of PSS we have discussed knowledge
based tools and found that in some senses the tools as
such can delimit the engineers to spot radical innovation
opportunities, provided that radical innovation mostly rely
on tacit knowledge and that the engineer does not have
the possibilities to reasoning about the ideas with
colleagues. Tacit knowledge is, due to the difficulties to
express it, not formalized into “if-then” rules. Thereby,
knowledge based tools are built upon formalization of
explicit knowledge into rules. Accordingly, merely working
the tools is not enough for technical PSS development.

1.

In general, manufacturing companies are firmly
acquainted with incremental innovation, and
literature highlights that companies tend to stay
in that state too long. Thereby, radical innovation
is not part of the existing product development
approach. For a b2b setting and a long product
life cycle it is not clear how to integrate the
radical approach, or where to integrate it. What
is radical innovation in b2b, and how does it
affect the collaboration specifically?

2.

A change in how customers express their needs
of “functions per unit” is at the heart of PSS
development, in turn insisting on a different
strategy to collect customer information. As a
consequence of a changed approach a wider
palette of customer information will be the result.
Within such an encompassing information base,
there are innovation opportunities to seek and
there are high risks to avoid. How will this affect
the engineering processes, tools and practice?

3.

The balancing between tacit knowledge and
explicit knowledge has similarities to the radical
and incremental innovation approaches needed
for PSS development, as well as the intangibility
of services and tangibility of products. A product
model is a requirement to apply contemporary
knowledge based tools in technical PSS
development. A complete PSS model has to be
viewed from more than the technical dimension.
How does such a PSS model look like?

The company in this study have implemented small scale
systems of knowledge based tools that draws on
technology which is traditionally used within engineering
tasks. They have added a design exploration approach
that allows alternative solutions to be discussed. We find
this promising, since it can be a relevant first step towards
the realization of PSS development. PSS entails that the
development team have to manage to constantly switch
from a validation and verification mood (of running
product) to an innovation exploration mood (of future
solutions) and back again. From our study presented in
this paper, we can see that the existing knowledge based
tools can prove to be useful for technical PSS
development and needed changes relate more to the
engineering practice and use than the tools as such.

We have in the study presented here excluded service
innovation, but the work of how to integrate service
simulation into knowledge based tools is of interest. Also,
we find our engineering perspective delimiting our efforts
to in depth investigate the service aspects. We have two
suggestions. First, a joint research effort from both a
service and an engineering perspective would enhance
the results. Second, an effort to investigate the concept of
radical innovation and incremental innovation within such
a joint research project would be of great interest.
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FUTURE RESEARCH INTERESTS

In general, our effort has not been to distinguish between
knowledge based tools to categorize them into KBS, KBE
or KEE. Yet, the discussion has indicated some
differences in the interpretation of the distinct concepts.
For example, KBE seem to be a commonly used term
though it does not fit into the definitions found in literature.
In literature, KBE is outlined to not have the objective to
deal with exploration of innovation opportunities, rather
the focus seem to be on dissemination of knowledge to
ensure that the chosen product concept will fulfil the
specifications. This finding can be useful to investigate to
develop a terminology or typology for the knowledge
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1. Introduction
Innovation is closely connected to the concept of design, especially if design is used as a verb, i.e.,
designing [Hubka 1996]. Designing is a transformation process which aims to create something new
or to change a less desirable situation to a preferred one [Friedman 2002]. From an engineering design
point of view innovation is a constantly present ingredient, in varying degrees, for an engineer to
handle. Therefore, among other things, innovation as a concept is in industrial focus.
In turn this industrial interest in innovation stimulates academic research in the field. Looking at the
contributions from 4 ICED conferences ranging from 2003 to 2009, and 2 Design conferences, Design
2006 and Design 2008, a search for the word innovation gives the following result:

ICED
ICED 2003
ICED 2005
ICED 2007
ICED 2009

Table 1. Use of the word ‘Innovation’
Mentioned in Total hits
Design
Mentioned in Total hits
papers
papers
29%
459
31%
915
Design 06
45%
203
30%
717
Design 08
42%
641
26%
622

Hence, the topic of innovation has a fairly established role within the engineering design community.
Innovations within an industrial setting should be results-focused and opportunity-focused. [Drucker,
1998] One way for top management of stimulating these foci is by rewarding employees with an
award for innovations showing high technical standards while also seizing or creating a market
opportunity. Awards are often also used for marketing the company as being innovative and creative,
e.g., “creating the future”. However, in general, in these announcements the roots of the innovations
do not show. So, we started to wonder – where do innovations come from? This paper is based on a
descriptive study of two types of innovation awards within a manufacturing company and aims at
identifying sources and understanding the background of these awarded innovations.

2. Delimitation
The study is delimited to the point of view of the actors that has received awards for innovations. The
study presented here includes an implicit top management point of view, i.e. top management is
involved in the award decisions but they have not been interviewed in this study. We do not
distinguish between the two awards when presenting the empirical data.
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The company’s view of innovation is shown in the description of the two prices.
Thus, in this paper, we have chosen to take an industrial view and use the innovation awards at the
company to investigate the background of innovation activities.

3. Method for data generation
Five semi-structured interviews have been performed to generate qualitative data for this study. In
total seven respondents have participated in the interviews, which lasted from about 45 minutes up to
1.5 hour. The interviews have been performed by three of the authors, face to face or by phone. The
respondents are found within a large manufacturing company and have academic backgrounds ranging
from high school to PhD, in different technical areas.
The company has established two awards for innovation. When rewarded, the respondents had an
employment with the company where they worked as product developer, project manager or
researcher. The interviewees were selected from the five most recent award winners for each award.
All interviewees are still employed at the company.
Semi-structured interviews means that the questions are focused on certain topics, but the respondents
can formulate their answers freely in relation to the topic. The topics for the interviews in this study
were broadly settled to: the circumstances surrounding the idea and the process from idea to product.
Often, semi-structured interviews start with an open-ended question. The first question in these
interviews was: Tell us about the prize? From this, the interviews have emerged deeper into the topic
of what initialized the innovation process. Firstly, the follow up questions are built upon words
coming from the respondents answers, thereby the words are based upon the terminology “natural” for
the respondents. Secondly, in general follow up questions have been, for example: “why?”, “tell me
more about…”, and “can you explain…”. This has encouraged the respondents to go deeper into the
area and to some extent biases by the researchers have been avoided. The interviews were carried out
in Swedish, recorded and transcribed; the citations in the papers are translated by the authors. The
written texts have been interpreted and analysed in relation to the context of the question, meaning that
the analysis has identified categories, which have emerged from the empirical data.
The innovation awards that frames the study presented here can be awarded to any employee of the
company that has performed an innovative activity. For both prizes, the winner/winners are selected
by a review committee.
The Haglund medal:
This award has a tradition going back to the midst 80’s, and is annually distributed within the
company. The purpose is to recognize contributions from employees which lead to a commercial
success for the company and results in future work or employment. The winners can be individuals or
groups of employees. The committee consists of CEO, a union representative and three people with
excellent experiences and knowledge of the company. All employees can be nominated and can
nominate others to the award.
The Innovation prize:
This award is a complement to the Haglund medal and was established in 2003 to give faster feedback by having a less stringent demand on commercial success. Any individual or group who has
developed the most innovative product or process over the past two years can be nominated. The
company’s R&D Council determines the winners.
Two of the interviewees have been awarded both awards. First they received the Innovation Prize in
2005 and later when the innovation became a commercial success, they also received the Haglund
medal. This shows the complementary character of the awards.
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4. Theoretical Framework
This section is three folded. First innovation is put into context, secondly the relation of knowledge
and innovation is described briefly and finally the innovation setting where innovations occur is
described.
4.1. On innovation
At the heart of innovation activities is the effort to create meaningful and focused change within a
company’s economical and social potential [Drucker 1998]. A driving force for innovation activities is
the intention to change a situation, a thing, a condition or the like into something better. This broad
application of the concept makes it possible to view innovation from multiple perspectives, for
example from a product development, a process, a marketing or a business model point of view
[Moore 2004]. In general, the definition of innovation is something new that has reached a market, but
such a simplification does not support understanding. For instance, what is new? And, what is a
market? From a management point of view one can recognise at least 15 different constructs that
embarks from the word innovation, and at least 51 different variants which relates to these [Garcia
Garcia 2002].
Three basic archetypes of innovation outcomes can be discerned, namely incremental innovation,
evolutionary and revolutionary innovation [Jacoby 2007]. The innovation outcomes can be seen in
Figure 1. The incremental innovation, is based upon existing users and existing offerings.
Evolutionary innovation is based upon existing users and new offering, or new users and existing
offerings. Revolutionary innovations are based upon new users and new offerings. According to
[White 2000] innovations can originate from customers, creative individuals or by including ideas
from other fields. This study takes a closer look at some of these factors.

Figure 1, Innovation outcomes, from Jacoby & Rodriguez 2007
Since a main effort of innovation is economical and social growth, newness in terms of markets
(users) and/or technology (product) is vital. The firm’s growth can come from every quadrant in
Figure 1, thus the tool can be used to identify the intentions of the innovation activities, to deploy an
appropriate innovation process and to assess the portfolio of innovation effort [Jacoby 2007].
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4.2 Innovation and knowledge
Innovation is based on previous knowledge, Nonaka [p. 237 1995] states:
“’Something new’ is created by having tacit and explicit knowledge interact with each other” and they
concludes that this conversion process is the essence of knowledge creation. Explicit knowledge can
be readily codified by symbols, objects or models. Tacit knowledge is context dependent, based on
experiences, thoughts, and feelings. The concept also comprises both cognitive and technical
components and is hard to codify.
4.3 Innovation setting
The innovation setting describes the environment and team in which the innovation occurs. In large
organizations the ease of internal communication has a great effect on the innovation climate [Jensen
2007], both knowing what and knowing who is important. Further more as elaborated on by LopezMesa [2004] in Isaksen’s 4P model and Rhodes 4P+N model respectively, the innovation setting is
dependent on the following five factors; person, product, (development) process, press and (customer)
needs. The aggressiveness of the goals and how achievable they are perceived to be is part of the
concept press.
New ideas can come from a range of different sources from inside or outside the organization, such as
customers, competitors, R&D, and production staff [White 2000]. The actors within a product
development team have to possess innovation capabilities such as curiosity, empathy, and so forth.
These individual and “personal” capabilities are drivers in an innovation process [Gutiérrez 2009].
The team setting is also important for innovation, the team needs both knowledge of process, product
and people. The composition of innovative teams is difficult. Sosa and Danilovic [2009] present an
approach to identify the individuals who contributes to innovations by ‘creative interactions’.
Gish et al. [2009] followed the idea work of a specific product and concluded that “Early idea work is
a complex process and interlinked with many other activities both inside and outside the
organization” They also concluded that the idea work includes a wide range of actors and needs
continuous support from these actors.

5. The respondent’s point of view
The innovation activities that the respondents have described have been categorized into four
categories: Initial knowledge (and lack of knowledge) in the team, Knowledge creation, Innovation
setting and Idea initialization.
Extracts from the interviews are presented here.
5.1 Initial knowledge in the team
In this study initial knowledge means the knowledge the interviewees had when entering the project.
This includes but is not limited to knowledge concerning; competitors offerings, the company’s
existing offerings and users.
The starting position for the innovation process is recognised by the respondents as a situation where
knowledge is lacking in various degrees i.e. experience in the specific area, customer needs or existing
technology. One respondent perceived that none of the project members had the appropriate
knowledge:
“No, there was no one who had it [the knowledge]. That's what the problem was; there were no
knowledgeable persons available. Those who had developed the previous solution had left or
changed jobs.”
“We had all worked within the company for several years, but we where new [within this
specific application area].”
Another respondent explained that their innovation process was really starting from scratch, were
previous knowledge and experiences was lacking.
“This started really with a blank paper. […] Many things had not been done before.”
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Yet another respondent described the innovation activities as a stepwise exploration of possible
solutions:
“We had lots of different solutions. We had seven different concepts of solutions that we decided
to try out. If we had understood more beforehand, then maybe we would not have done so. So it
was more like an exercise. Five concepts was not realistic, but was useful for us for the sake of
understanding.”
These excerpts show that innovation activities are closely linked with a learning process, where
knowledge is built successively. A clear example of incremental product development where
existing knowledge were built upon is:
“We have a similar product, something to replace. Because of this we have a deep experience of
how the product should be constituted. That experience has also helped this project to
succeed.”
It is seen from the statements above, that when working in projects the persons available might not be
those actually needed for the task, since the most suited persons can be fully occupied in other
projects. Also, people leaving the company means that valuable knowledge disappears. For these
innovation activities, the respondents expressed that there existed previous knowledge within the
company. One interpretation of this situation is that the team was able to recognize what knowledge
that would be needed for the innovation activities, but for different reasons, they could not get access
to it.
5.2 Knowledge creation
The activities of knowledge creation are part and parcel of the innovation activities. The respondents
have expressed that knowledge creation and progressing understanding are perceived to take a
significant amount of time.
“The problem was that throughout 2000, we dedicated maybe 7-8 months to build competence
within the group. None of us had the experiences of this particular application, so we were
forced to go down to the workshop to watch what happened when [the product] was in use. We
were sitting there watching this… So it was a slow start.”
The necessity of spending time observing like in the above project seems to be common. Also,
knowledge is explained by the respondents to evolve in dialogues with colleagues possessing expertise
skills. From such collaborative efforts new practices can evolve:
“We will launch the project in the autumn, what skills do we need before we start the project?
…I came up with the idea that we needed more knowledge about the forces involved. So, for
three months, I sat down with a colleague and created a force calculation program”
Over time, this respondent perceived that they might have started something that they might not be
able to finish:
"We thought that we couldn’t do anything [about the forces] - it’s physics”
Though, the development of the calculation program changed that situation:
“With the help of the program, we were able to experiment with different types of forces to
investigate what happen. It was only after playing with different values we really started to
come up with an understanding that it may be possible to find a solution.”
Another respondent explained that knowledge domains that have once become obsolete for the
company might come into play in innovation activities. Though, the revival of such old knowledge can
take long time, and the business environment is moving fast:
“It was for an area, in which the company actually has not been active for a relatively long
time. The first attempts to find a solution was made in something we could call a knowledge
development project. We started working guided by the old specifications, but we felt that this
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was not true any longer. The market had changed and the customers’ requirements had also
changed, so it was no longer the right product. We understood that if we continued on that track
the right product would not come out of the process.”
A respondent from another innovation project described how his perceptions changed when learning
in the innovation activities:
“When I came up with the idea, we had some knowledge, but there was much we had to learn
along the way. Things that we, from the start, had not realized were really important. There
were surprises on the journey, one can say.”
The importance of knowledge creation when working in innovation activities is recognised at the
company. When knowledge is identified as lacking a parallel project to build knowledge is in some
cases started. The respondent expressed the links between such projects and innovation activities:
“To build knowledge was a systematic work. We did that in a parallel knowledge project while
we in the main project tested the idea of the new product.”
Yet another respondent described the innovation activities as a stepwise exploration of possible
solutions:
“We had lots of different solution ideas. We had seven different concepts of solutions that we
decided to try out. If we had understood more beforehand, then maybe we would not have done
so. So it was more like an exercise. Five concepts were not realistic, but they were useful for us
for the sake of understanding.”
This shows that knowledge creation can be enhanced by developing alternative tentative solutions. Of
course, in retrospective it is simple to see the dead-end solutions and think that they were unnecessary.
These excerpts indicate that innovation activities are closely linked with a learning process, where
knowledge is built successively. Two respondents explained their way of working as follows:
“We sketched a lot in the CAD-system. And it felt like an absolute must to see how an idea
worked out”
“We did sub-structures, tested and simulated forces by applying load in the laboratory. Some
calculations were made in early FEM-systems that were available”
5.3 The innovation setting
One respondent highlights the importance of informality and fun when working with innovations.
This, he explained, was as a way to cope with the big dips of hopelessness and doubt when the team
feels that the task might not be doable:
“We managed to create an open and informal climate. We laughed and had lots of fun. We
called our humor a sort of resignation jokes. We used it when it went so goddamned bad that it
is almost ridiculous”.
He continued to describe how the team worked closely together, as he saw this as important for
coming up with new ideas:
“The team was very tight. We where sitting very close together. And, we were throwing ideas
between each other; we were really on each other.”
One of the respondents explained the innovation setting as follows:
“One needs to have a network of people, it does not need to be hundreds, but if you have a
network you will know who to turn to in order to solve the problem. And in my opinion the
closer you sit, the easier it is to get this network. ”
Another respondent had a different view for how an innovation setting best support the creation of
new products:
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“…we have so specific boundary conditions to work with, so I personally do not think that
brainstorming is something that is directly useful. A more structured discussion on a problem,
or to seriously discuss what we can do differently… instead of having this kind of… but, yes, the
difference is subtle, structured brainstorming.”
Yet another respondent had the opinion that the demands posed on the end result matters a great
deal:
“One should take in consideration that clear objectives make it easier. Then there are the
unclear objectives, that also were present, but in that case it is necessary to get them quantified
from the customers.”
5.4 Idea initialization
How the ideas were generated and what initialised the subsequent innovation activities, are explained
by one respondent as a “Eureka” moment:
“We had gathered a number of people in a meeting. We talked about our perceptions about the
problem. This is how it is, it works likes this and this is the rational and so forth. We do not
have a solution for this… So, what do we do? From this conversation, suddenly… It was
actually, bang! Why can’t we do like this? Then it was obvious, this how the solution should
look like!”
The respondent continued to describe what has been different from previous meetings.
“It was a new person [previously not involved in the project] from the production that we had
invited. We wanted someone to look at it from a slightly different direction.”
Another respondent answered the question from where did their ideas come by describing how their
innovation activities started by a request from another industrial sector:
“They asked if we could develop a free-cutting steel without lead. They thought that regulations
would make lead in this material not allowed in the future. So, the trigger for the idea was the
possibility that the authorities would put higher demands on the industry. They thought that
something like this would happen, since such regulations already were established in Europe.”
Emotions can also be a trigger for innovation activities. One respondent explained:
“I became frustrated. I had tried to find a solution for so long. We had tried several different
approaches; we had tried to think this through. Nothing worked.”
She continued to describe what encouraged her to keep on trying:
“I was part of another project at a university, and had learnt that it might be possible to do this
in another way than what was commonly understood. So, I tried. And, it worked!”
Another respondent explained how his project got started:
“We had some sort of objective and some alternative solutions.”
From this tentative objective, he described how the innovation activities started of from previous
patents at the company and from benchmarking competitor’s products:
“It is interesting to look at old patents, on things that have been. Very interesting solutions that
a lot of people have spent time and effort on, to find a solution to these small gadgets. There are
an abundance of solutions if you scrutinize patents.”
He continues:
“If you stretch it, an idea virtually always comes from one individual from the beginning”
As seen above stimulus for ideas can come from many sources, often the initial idea is formulated by
one individual but then developed and refined in the contact with others. This contact can also give
motivation and momentum to develop the idea into a solution.
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6. Discussions of respondents point of views
The individuals interviewed work in the incremental, possibly evolutionary, innovation paradigm, see
figure 1. This because existing users and existing offerings where the basis for their projects.
6.1 Initial knowledge in the team
Despite the incremental situation knowledge can be lacking in the beginning of a project on either
individual, group or company level. Knowledge can exists within the company; however persons that
possess it might not be available for the innovation project at hand. Since people go in and out of
projects this situation is common for all sorts of projects. Further, in relation to this aspect, a relevant
question is how to achieve the best possible result with the available competences? This study shows
that there are challenges when setting up a team of designers that are supposed to work with fuzzy and
vague problems. This is also true when working with problems with very tough requirements (that
could be seen as unachievable). In several of the projects the requirements on the new product were so
demanding that a solution could not be developed from the existing knowledge within the company.
In reality there is no “dream team” because the team is set up based on available resources and the
basis of what type of knowledge is assumed important at the beginning of the project.
6.2 Knowledge creation
The core team started the project with its existing knowledge, and during the project this knowledge
was expanded and the team had the opportunity to acquire knowledge from knowledgeable people
outside the project. This shows that it is more important to have team members with competences that
make them good at finding, and wants to find knowledge, instead of trying to find the right front-end
competence in the beginning.
From the presented material it seems that communication within the groups is open i.e. knowledge
exchanged between individuals and group and vice versa is abundant. This means that if knowledge is
lacking at group level it is not present with the individual either. This leaves the group with the
following four possibilities to acquire lacking knowledge:
1. find who knows, ask an individual or group within the company having the knowledge (tacit
and explicit knowledge),
2. revise corporate knowledge such as databases, models, current offer, existing prototypes
(explicit),
3. search externally e.g. university collaboration, patent search, and projects with customers
(explicit),
4. develop knowledge internally, e.g. by sketches, observations, tests, simulations, and
prototyping (tacit and explicit). The material indicates preference in this case for possibility 1
and 4.
The level of the requirements for the product to be developed is clearly interlinked with the perceived
lack of knowledge. Co-location of group members enhances the well-functioning knowledge
exchange. This can also indicate why possibilities 1 and 4 are preferred for creating knowledge since
they are performed within the company and with people located near the project group. The lack of
preference for possibility 2 can either be that face-to-face knowledge acquisition is preferred or that
company knowledge is internalized in experienced individuals hence linked to possibility 1.
6.3 Idea initialization and innovation setting
Commonly, innovations can be seen as sprung out of previous knowledge that is gradually built up
over time. On an abstract level this holds true, but we have found that the mix of previous knowledge
and the creation of new has been a parallel, and necessary, effort that has led to successful innovations.
This can be exemplified from the empirical data that in two projects they acquired new knowledge that
changed the view on some phenomenon. In the beginning of the projects these phenomena were
considered as rigid ‘Nature laws’. When the project acquired more knowledge about the nature of the
phenomenon they realized that they could change its behaviour.
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The teams had the opportunity to acquire knowledgeable people from outside the project. Having a
structured discussion where the constraints and ideas where discussed was a major part of the idea
initialization. In the same way solutions were refined. Innovations can also burst out of a eurekamoment; however this has a random component to it, which is hard to reproduce. One of our
respondents perceived that the solution was a breakthrough in a dialogue where they had been
focusing more on settling the problem situation that they were going to solve. As opposite to focusing
on the problem solving issues, the open and informal dialogue suddenly provided for the “Bang!”
where they immediately understood what to do. This “moment” was said to come from an individual
invited from outside the project.

7. Concluding remarks
So the purpose of the paper was to identify sources and understand the background of some awarded
innovations. So where do innovations come from? Based on the interviews of several team members
in awarded innovation projects, some aspects can be emphasized: the importance of the exploration
and knowledge acquisition phase, importance of external triggers and innovation is not a linear
process.
• Importance of the exploration and knowledge acquisition phase: In fact the awarded solutions
that were found and developed by the respondents came from varying sources and ways of
working. There seems to be preponderance for acquiring knowledge either by asking someone
who knows or developing the knowledge within the group. This however does not mean that
retrieval of corporate knowledge existing at the outset of the project (e.g. simulation models,
reports, etcetera) or university collaboration is contra productive.
• Importance of external triggers: basically, inspiration from outside the project has been
identified as vital as triggers for several of the innovation activities. The possibility to acquire
knowledge from others outside the project relates to how new ideas are born. The importance
to allow outside knowledge into the project to influence the solution is in this study obvious.
However to be of use, such sources need to be aligned to the preferences of the workforce. It
is likely that so called lightweight solutions to knowledge sharing, i.e. wikis and like, is a way
of supporting these preferences.
• Innovation is not linear: we can conclude that the innovation activities were complex and
certainly not linear or sequentially performed. Backtracking of the innovative products show
that the products were not based on just one innovation. Often part of the solution was found
early in the process but certain requirements were very difficult to fulfil. The final solution
consists of a complex mix of innovations and classical engineering (i.e. structured problem
solving based on existing knowledge). The vague phases when knowledge was lacking, not
available or could not be identified insisted on an iterative, stepwise, experimenting and
reflective learning process.
In this study we have not problematized the term innovation, though in future studies an analysis of
the material based on the interpretation of the concept as “a thing” or as “a process” is interesting.
Moreover, mapping an innovation process on the basis of the empirical data in this study seems doable
and would provide deeper understanding. In the development of products, three processes seem
interesting to compare and contrast, namely the product development process, the innovation process
and the knowledge creation process. In several projects the respondents describe that the product
development process was not that explicitly described, during the last year a new product development
process has been introduced, so it shall be interesting to see if and how the new process will impact
future innovations.
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Tendencies toward problemsetting and problem-solving:
a study of design learners’
prototyping
Charles Cox, Johan Wenngren, Johan Holmqvist, Åsa Ericson

Abstract

Individuals’ design models are oriented toward
pursuing either goals or insights, and these
orientations play an important role in how
individuals work as a team. We have in this
paper elaborated on how those orientations
are interpreted as operations in design
prototyping. Our study followed students as
design learners working in teams for a studio
course. Each team was composed of
individuals having similar design model
orientations. For the design exercise observed,
the insight-oriented team employed a more
user oriented design model. Although, the
study was limited, its results indicate
considerations for both industry (because

conflicts among individual members’
fundamental orientations can cause costly
delays in design projects) and for design
education (how to facilitate understanding of
and reflection about one’s own model as well
as that of someone else).

Keywords: mastery learning, performance learning, design education, teamwork

Introduction
The success of an innovation relies heavily on the
generation of content upfront in the design
process (i.e. where the ideas for the solution start
to take shape). A dilemma in product development
in general, and in innovation projects in particular,
is that the information about the users, their
situation and a potential solution are vague at this
stage. A tendency to resolve the dilemma is for
designers to interpret the situation in terms of
their own wants and desires, leading to solutions
they would like to own themselves (Faste 1987).
A recommendation to avoid this is to go to the
users and learn from their activities and
behaviours (e.g., Patnaik & Becker 1999).
However, when this approach is realized in
product development there can still be a
difference in preferences. The designers can, for
example, focus on the product and how it is used
and then search for how to improve the goods as
such, or they can focus on the users (user efforts
to fulfil their own goals, and on the means
employed to achieve those) in order to find new
solutions and products. Efforts at combining these
two focuses are rare, but due to an increased
acceptance of qualitative (Patnaik & Becker 1999),
there could be a window of opportunity for such a
two-sided perspective.
Since managing user information is more of a
learning effort than an effort to obtain a single
right answer from the user, an engineering
education should support this learning effort. If we
assume that the activities of managing user
information relate to a designer’s tendency to
adopt a certain orientation toward learning
activities, there are possibilities to study students
(i.e. design learners) for the purpose of
understanding how the individual’s orientation
might affect early planning and design activities.
Do design learners, either as individuals or teams,
tend to seek diversification in their range of
process and content operations (convergent and
divergent activities for teamwork and taskwork, as
posited by Stempfle & Badke-Schaub 2002), with
the aim of eventually becoming experts capable of
drawing from an extensive toolkit when problemsetting? Or do they tend to avoid diversification
and its initially elevated potential for failure from

unfamiliarity, preferring to rehearse a model with
which they are comfortable, sacrificing the range
of their long term expertise in order to improve the
probability of goal attainment via familiar
operations in the short term?
The design operations observed and reported on in
this paper are associated with: encountering a
situation for which an intervention seemed
beneficial for those involved as stakeholders;
generating multiple concepts that describe
problems from the viewpoints of those affected;
setting a problem to be pursued; and developing
an innovation to address the problem (not
necessarily a universally novel innovation, just
novel to the situation; cf. Boden 1994 for
discussion regarding extent of novelty). The
instructional sequence employed for this study is
detailed in the methodology section, but in order
to establish the study’s context we note here that:
the situation was a simulation of relief in the
aftermath of a recent natural disaster in the
Caribbean that had displaced hundreds of
thousands of people, leaving them homeless for
the foreseeable future; and that the students were
architectural engineering students in a studio
course at a university in northern Sweden.
One benefit from investigating this area is that if
the preferences for dealing with problems are
made explicit for an individual, a design team
could make use of that and direct people having
suitable preferences into appropriate phases of
the development process. Accordingly, for
industrial practice such awareness could make it
doable to set up a dynamic “dream team” that fits
different purposes over time. Today, such teams
evolve over time, but “nightmare teams” can
occur, also.
With regard to educational benefits, an instructor’s
knowledge of individual preferences facilitates
adjustment of instruction in order to perform more
suitable learning and teaching activities. Students
as design learners also have an explicit basis for
reflection on the processes they espouse versus
the processes they use when dealing with design
problems (similar to the difference between
espoused theory and theory in action discussed by
Argyris & Schön 1974).

Two categories of learning
orientation
Pintrich, Marx, and Boyle (1993, 176) divide
learners into two categories, namely mastery
orientation and performance orientation. Learners
with a mastery orientation tend to focus on
understanding a task or situation (e.g., designing
better products or becoming more knowledgeable
about a problem). Those with a performance
orientation gravitate toward obtaining a good
grade or excelling in competition, perhaps by
correcting a product’s weaknesses in order for it
to perform better in comparison to another.
For a mastery orientation, accomplishment might
have nothing to do with enrichment of an extrinsic
origin (e.g., when improving a medication for
which a researcher has neither a personal need
nor profit interest). On the other hand, a
performance orientation implies the existence of a
goal providing some conspicuous advantage to a
learner.
However, because mastery is not always superior
to performance, especially with regard to design in
practice, we refer to learners expected to pursue
understanding as being “insight-oriented”, that is,
not only exhibiting a mastery orientation toward
learning in general, but also allowing for operations
to generate and explore concepts for the sake of
that generation and exploration (in other words,
basic research). By the same token we refer to
learners who are expected to pursue specific
goals as being “goal-oriented”, in the sense of
having a performance orientation implying their
tendencies toward defining and accomplishing
goals in the manner of applied research.

Research questions

To step back momentarily, we based this study on
two assumptions, the first having to do with
diversity, that in professional practice a design
office’s resources consist of differing skills and an
assortment of personalities. Under those
circumstances, when a team is assembled there
is a balance struck between whoever is at hand
and the competences considered necessary for
the project being attempted. There is little
opportunity to discover what influences learning
preferences have, either in the direction of
individual on team or vice-versa.

In contrast, the educational backgrounds and
training in design operations for participants in this
study are more uniform across individuals than
could be anticipated for a professional office, and
there was less multi-disciplinarity expected in
approaches to problem-setting (and development
of innovation as problem-solving). This is because
all participants were in the same stage of the
same undergraduate program. Instead, what is
afforded by establishing preferences for learning
orientation as the unit of analysis in this context is
a glimpse into the interaction of individuals and
teams having similar preferences.
The second assumption was that an individual’s
tendency toward learning orientation would have
an impact on how the design operations would be
conducted within a group (i.e., not only how
design models might differ between groups of
individuals, but actually be in conflict within a
group). The choice of a design model is based on
the considerations of what problem should be
addressed, so, depending on the conditions at
hand and how those are interpreted by the
members of a group, there can be competing
models in various versions available for dealing
with a problem, some perhaps appearing more
effective or efficient than others.
For example, in projects with the intent of general
innovation there is no predictable goal to focus the
inquiry regarding who all the stakeholders are or
how the result of an intervention that is itself
evolving through iteration might affect all of them.
This initial need finding of stakeholders is a
fundamental operation for experts in design
practice as well as for design learners, but a
tendency for a goal-orientation could short-change
the initial activities. To understand the impact of
tendencies of problem-setting and problemsolving, we thought that teams of either all goaloriented or all insight-oriented design learners
would more likely demonstrate the reinforcement
or suppression of individual preferences in pursuit
of a team’s preference than mixed teams would.
The interest in how groups of individuals work as a
homogeneous team (i.e., all members being
insight-oriented or all goal-oriented), and how
those preferences in orientation affected the
design model, led to the formulation of the
following research questions:

•

How are insight and goal orientations
expressed
as
operations
in
homogeneously aligned teams?

•

How would operations differ (by degree
or by kind) between those expected from
individuals and those actually used in
teams?

•

What operations would teams share,
regardless of insight or goal orientation?

What design models might
design learners tend to favor?
Design learners’ tendencies toward one
orientation or the other might not be stable, in that
they might change when learners have elaborated
their competencies. The first time they are faced
with a new approach to materials or methods, the
anxiety could be too large a challenge to
overcome, and therefore not a preferred situation.
Independent of which learning style or process
that is used there are other parameters that have
been found as significant for how design learners
perform, those are; knowledge, intelligence and
motivation (McKeachie 1995).
In the progress of design operations, imposing
clarity on ambiguity demands purposeful
engagement and directed effort from
undergraduate design learners at a level that is
unprecedented for many of them, especially since
much of their previous education has directed
them toward defensibly exact answers to welldefined and well-structured questions, typically
not at the discretion of a learner to challenge. And,
as Kilgore, Atman, Yasuhara, Barker, and Morozov
(2007) point out, many undergraduate programs in
engineering do not deal with design until the very
end of even that course work. Currently, learners
pursuing such a program cannot be expected to
have much experience in what operations are
useful for designing, although they are preparing
for design intensive professions and might benefit
from more exposure to design operations
throughout their undergraduate courses at all
levels.

Not everyone feels comfortable right away with
confronting ambiguity, and we expected individual
design learners to cope with this discomfort by
resorting to either one or the other of two
fundamental methods for doing so, that is,
exploitation versus exploration (Benner & Tushman
2003, cf. basic science versus technological
innovation as described by Stokes 1997). Insightoriented learners, motivated to make sense from
an ambiguous ill-defined situation might then set
themselves a problem for transforming that
situation, from which the clarity of both overall
situation and particular problem would evolve
through several iterations of information seeking
and knowledge sharing as basic science. Goaloriented learners would tend to settle on a
problem and goal as rapidly as practicable, and to
produce criteria for a problem from collecting
stakeholder viewpoints, to solve the problem by
introducing a technological innovation meeting the
criteria, to collect their payment (e.g. credit
associated with a university course), and finally to
move on to the next problem.
From this, two main types of design models can
be seen. One model builds on the characteristics
of exploitation, basic science and insightorientation; we call this model problem-setting.
When applying this model designers emphasize
understanding the task and learning about
stakeholders and their needs, building gradually
and iteratively to the definition of possible
outcomes. The other model builds on the
characteristics of exploitation, technology
innovation and goal-orientation, and we call this
model problem-solving. When applying this model
there is an emphasis among the team to steer a
task toward a goal that is settled early on and then
maintained
throughout
any
subsequent
investigation of the stakeholders.

Methodology
The design learners participating in this study
were undergraduate architectural engineering
majors taking a studio course at a university in
northern Sweden. The course was an introduction
to design, so the learners were not yet experts,
but rather experts in the making. Their assignment
for this study was to design solutions for people
suffering from a natural disaster in the Caribbean
where hundreds of thousands of people had been

left homeless both suddenly and for
foreseeable future. As a constraint for the
participants were asked to use 20 foot
standard shipping containers as a basis in
design considerations.

the
task
long
their

In addition to being shown video clips about the
natural disaster, participants were encouraged to
find out more about the stakeholders. Further, they
were provided a rough process to follow (outlined
per Ulrich & Eppinger 2008):
•
•
•
•
•

Planning
User analysis
Product specifications
Concept generations
Concept selections

Distinguishing individual learning
orientation
As a widely recognized instrument in educational
psychology that has been validated in numerous
previous studies, the Motivated Strategies for
Learning Questionnaire (known as the MSLQ, as
constructed and reported by Pintrich, Smith,
Garcia, & McKeachie 1993) was helpful to
distinguish between students’ preferences: who
would be considered being goal-oriented and who
would be considered being insight-oriented. The
MSLQ was used to divide the students into these
two groups.
The MSLQ consists of two sections, one regarding
motivation strategies (that we used in this study)
and the other dealing with learning strategies (that
we considered to be of only marginal use in this
particular study). This is in keeping with
McKeachie (1995) who posits that motivation is
one of three factors that predict engineering
design learners’ performance (the other two being
knowledge and intelligence, with analysis of which
constructs we did not deal extensively in this
study).
The MSLQ’s motivation strategy section consists
of 31 items arranged in six categories. The items
in the questionnaire are typically declarative
statements, and are answered in terms of a Likert
scale ranging from 1 to 7, and anchored with 1
(not at all true of me), and 7 (very true of
me). Responses to these items reflect learners’
motivation for taking a course in terms of:

1. Value Component: Intrinsic Goal Orientation
probes why learners are engaging in a task
(e.g., challenge or curiosity).
2. Value Component: Extrinsic Goal Orientation
asks if there is any extrinsic reason for
learners to take a course, such as for a grade,
rewards or to be seen in competition.
3. Value Component: Task Value elicits learners’
perceptions of a course’s value (e.g. interest,
importance and utility).
4. Expectancy Component: Control of Learning
Beliefs examines how the learner’s
engagement could result in a positive
outcome.
5. Expectancy Component: Self-Efficacy for
Learning and Performance inquires about
learners’ skills and ability to accomplish a
task.
6. Affective Component: Test Anxiety inquires
about a negative influence on academic
performance and how that could be reduced
with help or training.
Two out of the 31 items were excluded due to
researcher difficulties with determining whether
they were more related to goal-orientation or
insight-orientation, the items being: “I expect to
do well in this class”; and “Considering the
difficulty of this course, the teacher, and my skills,
I think I will do well in this class.” The reason for
exclusion is that to do well in class could be to
pass an exam for one student, and for others to do
well could be to learn and benefit from the class
(whatever the grade), so learners with either
tendency would regard these items as important
to success, preventing any distinction to be made.
In the first class meeting of the term, architectural
engineering undergraduates gave voluntary
informed consent to participate in the study, and
then responded to the MSLQ motivation strategy
items. To then determine a preference-based
distinction, we took the mean value of the items
relating to insight-oriented motivation for each
individual and subtracted the mean value of those
items that were related to goal-oriented
motivation for the individual. We then made a
median split of the results, higher values indicating
insight-orientation and lower values indicating
goal-oriented motivation, with respect to this
particular group of students.

Thus, on the basis of these responses, each
participant was assigned as a member of either
the insight-oriented team or the goal-oriented
team, before the workshop in the third class
meeting when the study was administrated. In the
two teams that were now formed, the students
were in the same stage of degree program
completion, and evenly distributed as female and
male. Each team consisted of 6 students (a total
of n = 12).

Administration of instructional
material and data collection
The study was administered in its entirety during a
regularly scheduled class meeting in one
afternoon, in a workshop format that lasted three
hours. The three hours were divided into three
sessions of roughly equal length, with breaks in
between. The study was performed in a specially
outfitted Design Observatory, which provides two
rooms for observation of teams. Throughout, the
teams were separated from one another, although
they met in adjacent rooms so isolation was not
complete. Finally, each team made a presentation
to the other.
With regard to the disaster relief situation used in
this study, design learners initially were scaffolded
with useful examples of content and process
operations. We did this because we were
concerned that lack of expertise might delay the
implementation of their familiar problem-setting
and innovation development operations. That is, in
an attempt to minimize detrimental effects to the
study from lack of learner expertise, such as
spending too much of the three hours on
organizing a search for data, we reduced the need
for participants to devote their cognitive resources
to such an effort.
We scaffolded content operations through the
distribution and review of instructional material,
suggesting that one alternative being considered
by relief agencies was a massive importation to
the site of rapidly deployable shelters in the form
of shipping containers. To scaffold process
operations, we presented and reviewed simple
ideation techniques such as brainstorming,
persona generation, and the seeking of common
ground through group explication and
disambiguation of the terminology to be used.

In the first session, the students were given a
short introduction to the situation from which they
were to derive their problem. This included
presentation of a 15-minute video, showing an
actor (portraying a refugee displaced by the
disaster, and recorded in front of a panoramic
backdrop view taken from the actual disaster
scene) who made an appeal for help to the
participants, underscored by the threat of further
hostile weather conditions. Participants also were
provided with a one-page document outlining the
situation’s open-ended problematic manner (i.e.
there were no obvious guidelines leading to exact
or quantifiable answers). This introduction gave
participants information about the context that
they were free to interpret for themselves.
Two operations for ideation processes were then
presented. The first was one commonly used for
brainstorming, where the participants were told to
try to be positive in their responses to each other’s
suggestions, to generate as many alternative
solutions as possible, to build on each other’s
ideas, to be open minded, and to contribute
actively. The second operation was presented as a
simple need finding process involving personas
(Grudin & Pruitt 2002) where the participants were
told to invent and describe a range of typical
stakeholders (age, occupation, needs, etc.).
Participants were told to use the brainstorming
method as an approach to determine a range of
stakeholders and their needs. The need finding
method was then used by the design learners to
analyze differing stakeholders and their needs.
In the second session, participants had the
opportunity to search the Internet for information
that they had realized was lacking during the first
session. Participants were told to use the same
brainstorming process as in the first session, but
this time but to focus on finding solutions to the
needs.
After the first two sessions of divergent
operations, participants attempted a convergent
operation in the third session where they first
played a computer game simulating a context
similar to that of their situation. Then they made
physical prototypes of their solutions (e.g.,
drawings, charades, physical artifacts, stories)
from materials provided by the researchers and of
equal quality and quantity to both teams. As a final

step each team presented its, identified needs,
concepts and problem solution prototypes to the
other team.
All sessions were attended by the researchers,
who alternated their time spent with each team,
acting as facilitators for the operations and
content, and clarifying or otherwise answering
questions related to the assignment. Likewise, in
this study the questions posed to design learners
were intentionally crafted to be open-ended, and
the design learners who participated did not have
access to an exact answer because no exact
answer existed. Researchers made written notes
during immediate observation of and interaction
with the participants. Each session was also
recorded on video for later analysis, by
camcorders located on both team sites.

Analyses of the data

First, the video taped material was analysed in an
open coded way. From this we could find out
interesting sequences and excerpts for further
analysis, as well as derive our initial description of
what each team did.
Secondly, we turned to Stempfle and BadkeSchaub (2002) and Bánáthy (1996) for
categorizing of operations used in these models as
either divergent (generative, as in the case of
ideation, or explorative, as with iterative
experimentation) or convergent (comparison and
selection as when one formatively assesses and
evaluates alternatives that would inform a
successive iteration). Additionally, each of these
categories can deal with both content (what
Stempfle & Badke-Schaub call task-work, as in
what is being investigated: an existing situation;
an innovation; an intervention based on the
innovation; an instrument to measure effects of an
intervention; and the effects, themselves) and
process (what Stempfle & Badke-Schaub call
team-work, as in how an investigation occurs:
probing the background of a situation; developing
an innovation in response; implementing an
intervention that employs the innovation; making a
measurement of the intervention’s effects;
reflectively evaluating the effects of the
intervention as to whether those were harmful or
beneficial and to whom).

Empirical results
In the following section, we account for how the
two teams reasoned when accomplishing their
design efforts. To facilitate further reading, the
two teams’ composition is explained below:
Goal-oriented team:
A - Male student
B - Male student
C - Female student
D - Female student
E - Female student
F - Male student
Insight-oriented team:
G - Female student
H - Female student
I - Male student
J - Female student
K - Male student
L - Female student

Scoping of the design task –
divergent phase
From the activities where the design learners were
encouraged to delimit a scope for their task and
identify users and their needs, the data indicates a
difference in the “who?” focus of the teams (Dym
et al 2005).
The goal-oriented team talked about actors in the
situation being presented as sponsors for material,
help organizations, companies that could be
solicited, and governments (in other words,
agencies and institutions). They made a list of
those actors; but they do not feed that information
into the planning phase in a structured way.
Instead, they jump into solutions, such as this
response to an utterance about how to keep order
during the rebuilding the society.
B: “Then we need someone that
could keep the order, Police
Officers or the like…”
(Goal-oriented, Session 1, Tape 1, 5.35 min)
The insight-oriented team discussed stakeholders
on another level of abstraction, and thus
performed another round of establishing scope for
the task. Their discussions ended up in a list of
users with different skills, different ages, and
different disabilities, and they assigned distinct

characteristics to a variety of people affected by
the disaster. After a short period of silence
following the initial search for a scope, one of the
team members suggested:
G: “Well, can’t we say that people in
different ages has different
needs? A baby has specific
needs and a middle-aged man
has others?”

B: “So you… build… They can take
rainwater instead?”
(Goal-oriented, Session 1, Tape 1, 7.15 min)
The insight-oriented team used their list
in a different way. They started by
deducing needs that are shared for their
stakeholders, what the team calls basic
needs:

(Insight-oriented, Session 1, Tape 1, 5.30 min)

H: “We could go with the basic?
Needs that everyone has!”
I: “Water?”
G: “Yeah water, definitively.”
J: “Food”
G: “Water, food”
K: “Shelter”
G: “Shelter…and then, all of them, to
be sustainable in the future we
need to find a way to earn
money, work and, to get a job or
something, if they are going to
rebuild their society or… there is
a need to for them to earn
money to make a living, but I
don’t know.”
H: “Yes…”
I: “Resources”
G: “I guess that they don’t need heat
in their homes, but perhaps
shadow from the sun?” [the team
takes up the discussion of basic
needs again]
[…]
I: “I guess relatives and friends?”
G: “Yes, social needs”
H: “Ehh… do they need education,
do they need school? Is that a
basic need?
G: “It is not a basic need but the
world would probably be a better
place”
I: “Yes”
H: “He [refers to the man in the
video] said that they don’t have
electricity and that they don’t
have sanitary solutions.”

And this statement started another iteration of
probes, acknowledging and interpretations.
These excerpts provide examples for how the
goal-oriented team stayed confident with
exploring stakeholders and the situation at one
overarching level of abstraction. Subsequently,
this not only resulted in a shorter period of time of
planning, scoping and user analysis, but also
provided a scarce design rationale for the
prototyping. While the insight-oriented team did
their exploration on several level of abstractions
going into deeper detail of stakeholders and the
situation. Thus, they spent a slightly longer period
of time on these divergent and explorative phases,
but as a return on their investment they could
provide a user-grounded rationale for their
designs.
From their list of actors, the goal-oriented team
embarked on finding needs of those actors. One of
the team members led the session in this manner:
A: “Ok, what kind of need do we
have when it comes to the
sponsors? We got to have
containers, and some stuff to
make electricity…”
B: “Water?” [the other team
members
agree,
and
B
continues].
“Water,
food,
garbage recycling, sanitations.”
A: “Ok, so how are we going to get
water… ehh… just dig a hole?”
[the rest of the team giggles]
B: “Yeah!… maybe!… Maybe they
don’t have the equipment?”
C: “Probably not.”

(Insight-oriented, Session 1, Tape 1, 7.10 min)



These excerpts also indicate that needs are
differently interpreted by the teams. The goaloriented team related needs to physical objects
(water, shovels, trucks, etc.) or to solutions (police
officers as a solution to preserving order). For this
team, the probes included either a solution or a
physical object. Thereby, the exploration was
focused around these and did not diverge from the
settled goal.

C: “If we drill for water we need
equipment and drills…”
B: “And, you need personnel”
C: “Knowledge?”
[…]
B: “For rainwater you need…”
D: “Something to gather it in and
eventually a water treatment
plant.”
C: “And then we need rain, and the
question is how often we have
rain.”
B: “The monsoon is…”
C: “Monsoon is 1 of April, I read
somewhere before”
B: “They only have two different
seasons, monsoon and summer.”
C: “Then we need storage.”
B: “Ok, then we needs big water
containers of some sort!”
[…]
C: “Can you store water?”
B: “Yes, in Sweden we use water
towers to store water."

The insight-oriented team tied their definition of
needs to human basic survival as, for example,
shelter, belonging to a social group, and so on.
This team covered a wider solution space in their
exploration phase by this more intangible and
solution free interpretation of needs.
For the sake of the assigned task, both teams
could account for stakeholders, needs, and the
interpretation of a problem to be addressed from
the situation, yet their design problems were
differently scoped and planned. In our
interpretation, the goal-oriented team planning
pointed towards a tendency for a problem-solving
design model, and the insight-oriented team for a
problem-setting design model.

Building concepts – convergent
phase
In the second session, participants had the
opportunity to search the Internet for information,
but also to do a brainstorming session with the
focus of generating solution ideas and starting to
build concepts needed to express and debate
these solutions.
The goal-oriented team divided into two groups
(three team members in each group). They also
split among themselves the problem as they
defined it. One of these two groups is discussing
how the need for water can be solved:
B: “Ok, we can ship it to the place,
drill a whole or collect rainwater.
It is these three solutions…”
C: “Ok, we need water treatment
plants.”
B: “Not if we collect rain water. It is
clean as it is.”
C: “But… no, shouldn’t you clean
it…”
[…]

(Goal-oriented, Session 2, Tape 2, 15.40 min)



The goal-oriented team circumscribed their
solution space, converging toward a solution from
the start. Seemingly, the team found it
comfortable to elaborate on only the three
solutions that they had previously identified. Also,
they confined their discussion to objects, rather
than human beings.
This early and rapid delimitation of the design
space in relation to their interpretation of the task
can be observed in several discussions. For
example, when one of the team members
suggests to include transportation to the site as
part of the task.
F: “What about the roads there, do
we know anything about them?”
B: “No, we should not care about
that. We should not worry about
it.” [The other team members
concur].
(Goal-oriented, Session 1, Tape 1, 25.05 min)

The goal-oriented team did not build on each
other’s ideas. Rather the questions asked (the
probes) were related to the solution as a
consistently defined object, with the aim of finding
more information related to that object. And, as
long as the information brought clarity to the
progress of the solution, the team seemed
satisfied to accept and incorporate it.

(habitable conditions inside). This team typically
built on their ideas by acknowledging, probing and
starting new rounds of ideation to improve the
ideas. At the same time they reflected on and
explored the problematic situation as a task that
was still being defined.

The insight-oriented team performed a brainstorm
to find solutions for temporary housing for the
people in the disaster area. One team member
came up with an idea (student L) and two others
(student G and H) then took the lead in the
session and started to talk about how to use the
containers as homes.

The goal-oriented team continued to work in two
smaller groups. And the group that was assigned
food-and-water related problems continued their
discussion:

H: “But doesn’t the container get
very hot in the sun? ... We have a
solution were we could use the
rest of the material as a roof.”
[Visualising with her hands]
L: “Yeah, and there are lots of
hillsides in Haiti (on the site?) that
we could use.”
G: “Yes, so we could follow the
hillsides.”
L: “Yes”
H: “You mean the hillside…”
L: “Yes if we fold the roofs like this.”
[Draws on the whiteboard]
G: “Yeah”
L: “Yes”
H: “And we use these to create
houses here…” [Points on the
sketch].
H: “Is it possible that you stack the
containers like this.” [Points on
the sketch]
[…]
K: “Ok, during the rain season I think
you must do that.”
H: “Yeah, and during another
earthquake it would be better.”
G: “What happens during rain
season when…” [Starts to
gesture].
(Insight-oriented, Session 2, Tape 2, 42.05 min)
The insight-oriented team made use of their
distinction between solutions (roof) and needs

Combining concepts – divergent
phase

C: “But, if they [referring to the other
group] have solved the food and
other material, then it is fine. I
think
the
people
need
somewhere to sleep.
C: “What they needed was to sleep,
eat …”
B: “Yes, but, I was thinking on how
we transport it there. How we
ship it there? How we transport
it?”
D: “But, it depends if we use military
tents on a car then maybe...”
B: “…We will ship it anyway.”
B: “So… maybe we are done after
all?”
(Goal-oriented, Session 2, Tape 2, 54.30 min)
The goal-oriented team did not combine
concepts to improve their solutions. In their
discussion they seemed concerned with
checking that all the requirements were met
that they had imposed on the task. Any
problem that was not considered to be
included with the task was then excluded
from their solutions space. Also, the division
of the task into a responsibility for each group
seemed to restrict their interest of combining
concepts. They seemed determined to not
enter each other’s area of responsibility.
The insight-oriented team had another
approach: they stayed together as one group
through out the sessions. Although they had
discussions in smaller sidebars, despite
standing together, after such a discussion,
they usually shared their ideas with the whole

group. In this way, they remained satisfied
with acknowledgment of their comments.
However, on one occasion different concepts
came up in the side-conversations, and this
idea was brought up for discussion when the
team was gathered in front of the whiteboard.
That is, the team started to combine their
concepts:
L: “If we have a container, and that is
were they are living!”
G: “Ok, so you mean that, if we stack
them on top of each other you
can use this area [pointing at the
sketch on the whiteboard] for
something else. Since you
already have walls and roof from
the container above?”
L: “Yes, it’s a primitive house”
[primitive
as
in
simple
construction]
G: “Ok, so you mean that it can be
used as a roof?”
L: “Yes.”
[…]
G: “Yes, they can still use this area
[pointing to a sketch], and just
put a simple roof here, then you
can have a place to sit
underneath.”
J: “And… I think we can reuse a lot
of material” [materials that are
taken away from the container]
G: “Yes, I actually like our idea, that
we came up with, or that you
came up with.” [refers to an
earlier idea that are explained
below]
G: “They are used to live in small
houses… so they can use old
material to bend it [gesture like
she is referring to a roof]…and
then you add small containers
that are like small tunnels, and
then they can use them for living
as well.”
(Insight-oriented, Session 2, Tape 2, 37.40 min)
The insight-oriented team did not restrict their
solutions to any specific boundaries of the task.

Rather, the task evolved as their exploration of
ideas evolved.

Discussion and conclusion
We have in this paper elaborated on: (1) how
fundamental learning orientation are interpreted as
operations by students in homogeneously aligned
teams: (2) how those operations would differ
between what is expected and what is actually
used: and (3) what operations that teams share
regardless of fundamental learning operations.
Design learners, from a studio course were
assigned to prototype solutions for people
suffering from the aftermath of a recent natural
disaster in the Caribbean.
From what we have observed, our analyses
showed that the two distinct learning orientations,
goal-oriented and insight-oriented, resulted in
different operations in basically three types of
actions. We have called these types, scoping of
the design task, building concepts and combining
concepts. The goal-oriented team’s operations in
these types of actions were aimed toward
problem-solving (i.e., narrowing the scope
towards one problem, gathering information about
that problem and solving it). By doing this, the
team excluded users’ point of view; they did not
perform a user oriented design process even
though they were assigned to do so. Another
consequence of the goal-oriented team’s problemsolving tendency is that they did not combine any
concepts, thus they did not improve their
solutions. Yet another interpretation is that the
goal-oriented team did not exceed their comfort
zone of performance, meaning that their way of
thinking, and also what they already knew, did not
expand to include personally novel approaches to
prototyping, whether that experimentation would
have been helpful or not. Consequently, they might
not have improved upon their known practices of
prototyping either.
The insight-oriented team’s operations in these
types of actions were aimed toward problemsetting, (i.e., exploring the scope in relation to the
situation as a whole, gathering information from
the users’ point of view, deciding upon what could
be defined as a problem and solving and resolving
through multiple iterations). The insight-oriented
team did combine concepts, thus improving their

solutions. Also, their insight-orientation made
them scan the situation in a wider sense and they
included users’ points of view throughout their
design process. By opening up the design space,
they could have been at risk of ending up in
confusion of what problem to solve (the fairly open
and unspecified design task that they were
assigned did also contribute to such risk). One
consequence of being insight-oriented with a
tendency towards problem-setting could be that
such a team gets caught in definitions of
situations and then not attempting any solutions at
all. Yet, here it seemed like the insight-oriented
team’s user orientation eliminated such problems.
Finally, the learning orientations toward insight- or
goal-orientation were interpreted by the teams
into distinct operations, namely aiming for
problem-setting or problem-solving. The teams did
share operations regardless of the fundamental
learning operations (e.g., what made it possible to
categorize the data into three types of actions). On
the other hand, the level of abstraction of the
situation (as a problem to be solved or as a
situation to improve) did differ, as did the focus on
objects (a house) or people (a good life). Basically,
this study indicates that insight-orientation and a
tendency to problem-setting bring in a “who?”focus, but also relate it to a “what?”

For industrial purposes, this study exemplifies
considerations for how teams could be put
together. It seems risky to have a goal-oriented
team when the intention is to focus on user’s
preferences, and it seems equally risky to have an
insight-oriented team perform product realization
activities in short term projects. Commonly,
industrial teams are put together by bringing
together personnel available at the moment. But,
what if companies could apply methods to
compose teams having motivations appropriate to
the task at hand? This is a topic that we will
continue to explore in our further research efforts.
We have not noted any difference in how those
operations would differ between what was
expected from individuals and what was actually
used in teams, i.e. individual learning orientation
affected the team as a whole. This could be a
consequence of how the experiment was
designed (i.e. using homogenous teams).
However, attempts to make a difference can be
seen in the data, for example when an individual
was questioning a situation and the effort was not
acknowledged by the team. What kind of
phenomena do not allow the question to be
acknowledged and further explored is utterly
important, as in avoidance of groupthink in teams.
Hence, this is a suggestion for further research.

Figure 1, how design teams elaborates.

For education purposes, t his study exemplifies
considerations for problem based learning and
student projects. What if insight-oriented and goal
oriented students are mixed in one group, as they
are bound to be if no effort is made to keep them
separate? Do they need more teaching support?
These considerations are candidate topics for
further research.
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